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Harris Broadcast Has Its New Owner

SIR MIX-A- LOT
•The Radio Road Warrior cogitates on
he role of small mixers in the arsenal
'3f news tools — Page 32

HAM, NOT SPAM
•Radio World readers had alot to say
about what amateur radio has done
for them. — Pages 36-37

The Gores Group set to take over ecuipment maker early this year
BY RANDY J. STINE
The Harris Broadcast Communications Division soon will have a new
owner. Barring some unforeseen complication, the transfer to The Gores Group
LLC will be finalized early this year.
The announcement settles uncertainty over Harris Broadcast's immediate
future. Now the focus moves to questions about how the owner will operate
the long-time manufacturer of radio and
TV transmitters, STL equipment, consoles and other systems.

-eGenie_

Harris Corp. met its self-imposed
year-end deadline of selling the division
in early December. It reached an agreement to sell the division for a package
worth up to $225 million. Gores is a
private equity firm that has a variety
of holdings including a partial stake
in syndication giant Dial Global. Its
founder has been described as a "fixerupper" and once said he has a "formula
to save companies" (see sidebar).
Division President Harris Morris
wrote to employees: "Being owned by
The Gores Group as a privately-held
company will enable Harris Broadcast
to capitalize on our market-leading
position, continue to pursue growth
opportunities, and aggressively respond
to continually evolving market trends
and customer needs."
The sale price includes $ 160 million
in cash at closing, which is expected to
take place early in 2013. Some broadcast
observers questioned the price, calling it
low in light of past Harris purchases to
bulk up. For example, Harris spent $340

million to acquire Encoda Systems in
2004 and $450 million to acquire Leitch
Technologies in 2005.
In a note to clients, Devoncroft, a
market research firm, compared the cash
portion of the deal to a price of $200
million or more that Harris Corp. CEO
William Brown had telegraphed to the
market. As recently as October. officials
had put anet book value of $287 million
on tile company's broadcast communications business, which Brown said at the
time -gives an indication of the value
we expect to receive" from the sale,
according to Devoncroft. The analyst
speculated about whether Gores Group
might use Harris Broadcast as aplatform
for further expansion into the broadcast
industry or break up the division and
sell it off.
'GREAT PRODUCTS AND AGREAT TEAM'
The Gores Group didn't comment
publically on the purchase other than a
press release statement from Ryan Wald,
(continued on page 6)
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"gotta have it!"

"Wow, Wow!"
Rick Hunt, Vice President &
Director of Radio Engineering,
Entravision Communications Corporation
"I am very impressed with the sleek new design that
incorporates single channel-strip architecture, integrated
metering and stereo cue speakers in a thin, sloping
chassis that needs no cabinetry cut out. Well done."

"Considering the LX- 24's attractive good looks,
modularity, traditional console layout and functionality, I
can't wait to get my hands on one!"
Greg Landgraf, Senior Engineering Manager,
Cows Radio Western Canada

Erik Kuhlmann, Senior Vice President of Engineering,

"Leave it to the exquisite design talents of Gary Snow
and the Wheatstone team to really hit the nail on the
head. The LX-24 is not only the most functional, feature' laden IP based console for radio, it also raises the bar

"A high performance, reasonably priced, great looking
console integrating common sense features such as
overload indicators for meters and ergonomic controls.
Very impressive and well thought out."

for the finest ergonomic radio command center on the
planet."
Tim Schwieger, President / CEO,
BSW - Broadcast Supply Worldwide

Benjamin Brinitzer, Regional VP Engineering
Clear Channel Media & Entertainment

"By far the most elegant and feature rich control surface
on the market. The attention to detail and functionality is
remarkable. Its architecture, such as " hot swappable"
modular design, is a winner. A traditional meter bridge
is appreciated by users and your millwork guy will
appreciate the fact that it's a table-top design."

"I didn't think Wheatstone could improve upon the
E-Series of consoles, but they have done it with the new
LX-24. This is a beautiful, well designed console and
the individual faders, integrated meters with overload
indicators and low profile table-top design make this a
must have for our facilities."
Michael Cooney, Vice President of Engineering & CTO, Beasley
Broadcast Group, Inc.

Kris Rodts, Director of Engineering, IT & Facilities,
CKUA Radio Network
,"Cool and sexy ( Isound like Bruno from Dancing with the
Stars). A great addition to the WheatNet-IP family."
"VVheatstone's innovation continues to make AolP a
viable product for professional broadcasting facilities.
Just a few things that make the LX- 24 stand out to me

Clear Channel Media + Entertainment

"Wheatstone continues to hit balls out of the park
and this year they did so again with the LX- 24 control
surface. This new product marries the best of the old
(modular design architecture) with the new (Audio-overIP). Continuing in that theme was a Wheatstone module
that marries their bridge router system to the new
"BLADE" audio-over-IP system. This has the potential to
extend the life of bridge router facilities indefinitely."
WC. Alexander, CPBE, AMD, DRB, Director of Engineering,
Crawford Broadcasting Company

"The LX caught my attention on the NAB Show floor.
The look, form and function are unlike any other IP
console available today. The easy-to- read buttons
and displays are just second to none, not to mention
the most bang for the buck. Ican't wait ' til Ihave the

Norman Philips, Vice President of Engineering,
Townsquare Media

opportunity to deploy my first LX."
Anthony A. Gervasi, Jr., Sr. Vice President
Engineering & Technology, Nassau Broadcasting

are the clear and decisive metering, individual fader
modules, and "out of the box" thinking with faders for
the headphone and monitor volume controls instead of
rotary knobs."
Phillip Vaughan, Chief Engineer KFROG, CBS Radio

t
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LX- 24
ADVANCED MODULAR NETWORKABLE CONSEILE
phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com
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Reese: ' Unreasonable' Royalties Need to Go
Radio leader says the rate-setting process
discourages streaming and should be changed
Hubbard Radio President/CEO Bruce
Reese recently testified on the behalf
of the NAB before the House Judiciary
Subcommittee on Intellectual Property,
Competition and the Internet. The topic
was streaming music royalties.

INEWSMAKER
Here are excerpts of his testimony. Hubbard has 20 stations in five
markets. Reese chaired the NAB joint
radio and television boards from 2004
through 2006.
In the broadcast community, there is a
wide array of opinions as to the viability
and value of streaming. Some broadcasters see streaming as an essential, burgeoning revenue stream. Others regard it
as tangential but also important to their

work very hard to monetize the streams.
Generally speaking, on acumulative
fiscal basis, we break even, with modest
profits from the revenue from streaming
our non-music stations offsetting the
losses from streaming the music stations. Each year we revisit our streaming strategy and consider anew whether
it's worthwhile to continue the service.
Since webcasting began, the chief
obstacle to developing a profitable
streaming model has been the egregiously high royalty rates for sound
recordings. The streaming rates that
have resulted from proceedings by the
Copyright Royalty Board under the socalled "willing buyer/willing seller"
standard have been artificially inflated,
to the detriment of both services that
wish to stream and the songwriters and
performers who would benefit, in the

from people you trust
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Hubbard Radio President/CEO Bruce
Reese: ' Broadcasters cannot create
predictable business plans for streaming if we don't know with any reasonable degree of certainty what future
rates will be.'
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core business of over-the-air broadcasting. Still others consider it as being not
worth the investment, since it is nearly
impossible for broadcasters' streaming
revenue to exceed the associated costs
and royalty payments.
Regardless of the camp, every broadcaster's expansion into Internet radio is
impeded by the unreasonable costs of
webcasting royalties. Whether you are
alarge broadcaster or small broadcaster
... the revenue that can be generated
from streaming simply does not offset
the costs. This imbalance is impeding
the growth of Internet radio among
broadcasters.
Hubbard Radio streams our stations
primarily as a service to our over-theair listeners. We stream all our stations
in all our markets. We believe that
listeners expect to be able to access our
stations through the Internet in addition
to listening to their radios, and in away
we consider the cost of streaming a
promotional expense. Nevertheless, we

form of increased exposure and royalties,
from increased streaming. ...
Broadcasters favor abandoning the
"willing buyer/willing seller" standard
and transitioning to the "801(b)(1)" standard for setting sound recording performance royalty rates. The 801(b)(1) standard (so named because it is found in that
section of the Copyright Act) has effectively, efficiently and equitably balanced
the interests of copyright owners, copyright users, and the public for decades, in
various contexts and proceedings.
As currently codified, this standard
considers the interests of all stakeholders and the public, recognizes the value
of all contributions of licensors and
licensees, and has long been accepted
and ratified by Congress. It reflects a
congressional intent not to set rates so
onerous that they would stifle new businesses and uses of creative works. ...
But the flaws in the CRB rate-setting
process go beyond the excessively high
royalty fees themselves. Broadcasters can-

not create predictable business plans for
streaming if we don't know with any
reasonable degree of certainty what future
rates will be. Further, the broadcasting
business has been one built on fixed costs.
It costs aradio station very tittle more to
reach its millionth simultaneous listeners
than it costs to reach its first. The statutory streaming fees, which increase on a
per person, per listener basis, with none of
the advantages that scale brings to most
business models, are difficult to reconcile
with the standard business practices of the
broadcast industry.
There is also aclear need to improve
and update some of the CRB rules and
procedures. This includes how stations
report their music usage and how evidence is presented in CRB rate-setting
proceedings.
CURRENT RATE-3ETTING DYSFUNCTIONAL'
Recent developments have further
illustrated the dysfunction of the current
(continued on page 5)
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Gores Values ' Operational Transformation'
The investment group isn't saying much but
seems agood match for Harris Broadcast
Harris Corp. found a buyer for its
broadcast business in relatively short
order. The efficiency of that process and
the announcement of its outcome (see
page 1) are good news for customers
and employees who understandably may
have been unsettled by the decision to
sell such alegacy part of its business.
To my eye, Harris Broadcast has long
been something of aspecial case among
U.S. radio manufacturers.
Its parent company is publicly held,
so its financial reports are subject to
open scrutiny. The size of the division,
if not unique in broadcasting, is uncommon in radio; and its products are used
widely around the industry. These factors make the Harris broadcast business
amarket bellwether.
Also for those reasons, its business
decisions, such as staff reductions during soft markets or changes in leadership
and sales structure, tend to be reported
by the general and broadcast trade press,
more so than at other radio companies.
Such corporate changes have at times
frustrated some fans of the company's

legacy, who felt that upper executives
(never the ground troops) were not fully
cognizant of Harris' role in the history
of our industry. The company seems to
attract a circle of past employees who
are vocal about how it is managed; this
phenomenon is common with large business organizations but unusual in radio
manufacturing, where the majority of
companies are relatively small.
Further, its size and reach sometimes
made Harris Broadcast atarget of comment over the years by competitors who
could not match its economy of scale.
And then there is the company's long
and rich history in radio. This has engendered affection for the brand but also
strong feelings about any change.
For all of these reasons, the sale of its
broadcast business attracts more interest
than others might.
MESSAGE OF CONTINUITY
Now comes The Gores Group.
Its website cites its "ability to create value in situations characterized
complexity and operational challenge"
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It says it specializes in buying businesses
that are undergoing "change in capital
structure, strategy, operations or growth
and can benefit from Gores' operational
and strategic approach."
It tries to buy companies that have "a
defensible core business, mature products or services, sustainable revenues,
established customer relationships, and
that have reached a transition point in
their lifecycle presenting an opportunity
for transformation."
That sounds like areasonable description of Harris Broadcast (indeed, of
broadcasting).
1111111111

Harris Broadcast
fits the Gores Group's
investment model,
offering among other
things a ' defensible
core business,' mature
products and atransition
point in its lifecycle.

Private equity brings adifferent kind
of management model. Will this new
ownership bring ashift in Harris products, resources or corporate culture?
What kind of an owner will Gores be;
how well will it tolerate the challenges
of the broadcast market; how long is its
horizon? How will these questions affect
equipment users?
Answers remain to be discovered. But
Gores appears to be acareful buyer that
knows what it is doing, one that will not
overpay. It has abroad spectrum of interests, with current or past investments
in networking and communications
firms, health care and women's apparel.
According to news reports, a proposed
buyout of Pep Boys fell through last
spring; earlier it was in discussions to
buy some Borders stores before that
company liquidated.
I would like to hear more about
the buyer's perceptions of the broadcast
marketplace (in which it is also active
through its investment in Dial Global).
Does the driving force behind this purchase include a belief in the power of
radio and TV? Presumably yes; then
why? What does Gores see, with its
fresh perspective, that makes broadcast
manufacturing worth its money? Share
your vision with us.
Gores sent a welcome message of

FROM THE

EDITOR
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Paul McLane
continuity in its early moves; and broadcasters value continuity. They want apersonal relationship with their manufacturers, particularly RF suppliers. A station
wants to know that the builder of that box
will be around in five or 10 years.
Of course, Gores could turn out to
be an owner that seeks to squeeze out
costs and flip its asset to the next buyer
as soon as possible; that's not the vibe
I get, on admittedly early evidence.
What broadcasters want to see, and
what Harris division managers appear to
believe they have, is an owner that will
bring new resources as well as new flexibility that might not have been possible
under its previous corporate structure.
Nevertheless it seems realistic to
expect Gores to make big changes at
some point, given that the new owner
highlights "operational transformation"
as an important part of its strategy.
And, because we're talking about aprivate equity firm, one founded "with the
single vision to buy, fix and sell businesses," it seems reasonable to expect
an eventual sale rather than decades of
Gores ownership, though such aprocess
typically would take years.
Meantime, some observers find the
price Gores paid to be low, considering
past Harris acquisitions that are now part
of the division. If so, that is only good
news for the buyer, which for its money
has acquired a strong brand, an established product base, abroad international
presence and talented people. This could
well turn out to be avalue buy.
Recent years have been challenging
for many broadcast manufacturers. The
industry they serve is subject to so many
economic and marketplace headwinds,
and the task of maintaining and growing
an international business based on that
infrastructure is difficult and costly.
Harris Broadcast fans can hope that
this transition will allow the company to
react to market forces more quickly and
be freed at least from the unrelenting
demands of a public quarterly financial report. Now, it will face different
demands.
We'll watch with interest to see
how and whether Gores nourishes it to
encourage expansion and product development, or restructures to save money,
or some combination of both. We wish
the company and its employees success
though. We're pleased when any company invests in broadcasting; further,
this particular broadcast business holds
a unique place in radio history; and its
ongoing challenges and successes will
likely mirror our industry's own.

ROYALTIES
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Gores Values 'Operational
Transformation'

tional radio.
Now challenged by the economic
downturn and financial threats posed
by the rapidly changing digital environment, the recording industry is in search
of additional revenue streams. But it is
important to recognize that broadcasters are not responsible for the recording
industry's financial woes.
Broadcasters have continued to do
their part in presenting music to the
public in the same manner that they
have done for decades. Particularly in
the current highly competitive environment, where broadcasters are struggling
to adapt their own business models to
address the realities implicit in new
media, it makes little sense to siphon
revenues from local broadcasters for
record labels to prop up the recording
industry's past failings and ill-advised
business decisions. ...
The radio industry looks forward to
arobust future that embraces the fundamental nature of broadcasting, as well as
new opportunities arising from evolving
digital technologies. But as we seek to
develop business models that include
streaming, we are continually thwarted
by one consistent problem — statutory
royalty rates and the dysfunctional ratesetting system and procedures.
Comment on this or any story. Email
rad ioworlde nbmed i
a .com

(continued from page 3)
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rate-setting procedures. The constitutionality of the appointment of the CRB
itself was recently called into question
with an appeal before the D.C. Circuit
Court of Appeals. And an additional
complication to the broken CRB system
came earlier this year when SiriusXM
filed a lawsuit against the CRB's chosen collective, SoundExchange and
A2IM [the American Association of
Independent Music] claiming antitrust violations. This suit alleges that
SoundExchange and A2IM conspired

with radio's rie I) history and consumer
familiarity and affection, styling themselves as offering "radio" services. But
simply marketing digital audio transmission services as "radio" does not
make them so.

Whether you are alarge broadcaster or small
broadcaster
the revenue that can be generated from
streaming simply does not offset the costs
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to prevent SiriusXM from negotiating direct licenses, which would take
music out of the statutory royalty
scheme administered by the CRB and
SoundExchange.
If anything, efforts should be made
to facilitate and encourage direct licensing between the recording industry and
those streaming music. Certain performers have argued that direct licensing would reduce their compensation.
However, I would respectfully submit
that, to the extent this subcommittee
might consider this to be a significant issue, it is imperative to evaluate
performers' royalty payments in the
larger context of their various streams
of income, including how they are corn
pensated by record labels.

In 1995 and 1998, Congress recognized the vast differences between
digital audio transmission services and
local radio when it created alimited digital sound recording performance right
for those new services that diverged so
dramatically from the nature of tradi-
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NO 'PERFORMANCE TAX'
In beginning this important dialogue
over how best to encourage the growth
of Internet radio, Congress should not
allow this debate to be bogged down by
past fights over the performance tax, to
which NAB remains staunchly opposed.
... Record labels and performing artists
profit from the free exposure provided
by radio airplay, while local radio stations receive revenues from advertisers
that purchase airtime to sell their products and services.
Despite
technological
improvements, radio broadcasting retains the
same basic character that it has had for
decades. It is local. It is free to listeners.
It is supported by commercial advertising. Local stations use on-air personalities and DJs to differentiate their programming, including by commenting on
the music they play....
Many digital audio transmission services are eager to associate themselves
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WHO IS THE GORES GROUP?

(continued from page 1)

managing director of The Gores Group:
"In Harris Broadcast Communications.
we are investing in a proven technol-

The Gores Group, founded by Alec Gores in 1987, is a private equity firm
with approximately $ 3.3 billion in assets under management. The firm is
headquartered in Los Angeles with offices in Boulder, Colo., and London.
The investment firm has acquired and operated 60 companies since its
founding, according to its website. It acquired Westwood One radio network
in 2008 and reduced costs by $ 65 million before merging the company with

ogy leader with great products and a
great team. We are excited to provide
the capital and support to transition this
division to a strong and independent
company further enabling it to continue

Oaktree Capital's Dial Global in 2011, the site states. Gores Group still holds
approximately 35 percent ownership in Dial Global.

developing and delivering market leading technologies."

Its portfolio of technology, telecommunications, health care and entertainment holdings now includes Harris' broadcast division. The Gores Group cur-

Morris remains with Harris Broadcast. as does the rest of the executive
staff, Morris said.
Harris Broadcast headquarters will

rently owns or has an interest in Siemens Enterprise Communications, Sage
Automotive Interiors, Scovill Fasteners and Stock Building Supply.
Founder Alec Gores, 58, has been described as a " fixer- upper" and told

remain in Englewood, Colo. Its facilities in Quincy, Ill., Mason, Ohio, and
all others will be retained. Morris said.
Harris Broadcast has 15 U.S. locations
and 29 more in Canada, Mexico and

USA Today in a2002 interview that he has a " formula to save companies."
The firm's single vision is to " buy, fix and sell businesses," according to the
Harris Broadcast President Harris
Morris calls The Gores Group a 'wellcapitalized owner.'

website.
The Gores Group declined further comment, citing the fact that its deal
with Harris has yet to close. The parties expect that to happen early this year.
Alec Gores, 59, was ranked 250th on the Forbes 400 list of the richest
Americans in 2012 with an estimated wealth of $ 1.9 billion, according to his
profile on LinkedIn.

other countries.
Headquarters shifted to Englewood
from Mason around 2010; Harris offi-

operations for the workflow, infrastruc-

cials say many of its broadcast executives are based in Denver, along with a
large part of its media software business
operation. The Mason office handles
business operations for the transmission business unit. Quincy is trans-

studio solutions, in Vista, Calif.
The division had some 1.700 employ-

laid off in November. Some observers
confirmed to Radio World that some

Carl Vogel as asenior advisor.
Morris expects service and support

ees as of late last year. According to
a story in the Quincy Herald-Whig
newspaper, there were 348 employees at

senior engineer positions were among
those eliminated.

of its products will not suffer through
the ownership transition, though he

the Quincy facility when the company
announced its intentions to sell early
last year. There were layoffs there in
the fall prior to the sale; at least 17 were

GORES HAS 'EXPERTISE'

acknowledged that the broadcast market
historically doesn't react well to disruption and uncertainty.

mitter manufiicturing. Other notable
operations include the Toronto. Canada.
office housing amajority of the business

ture and networking business unit; and
the Pacific Design Center for PRSLE

NEWSROUNDUP
RATINGS GIANT: Nielsen Holdings N.V. signed an
agreement to acquire Arbitron Inc. for $ 1.26 billion. The companies said they have combined total
revenues of $ 6 billion. The agreement is subject
to regulatory review. Nielsen CEO David Calhoun
stated, " U.S. consumers spend almost two hours
aday with radio. It is and will continue to be a
vibrant and important advertising medium." He
said the addition of Arbitron will help Nielsen " better solve for unmeasured areas of media consumption, including streaming audio and out- of- home.
The high level of engagement with radio and TV
among rapidly growing multicultural audiences
makes this central to Nielsen's priorities."

Harris Morris will report will report
to aGores hoard. The company also has
sought out satellite television executive

to take action in 2014 — after the LPFM filing window has closed.
FM TRANSLATORS: Translator hopefuls with more
pending applications than allowed under new commission caps soon will have to choose which to
pursue; the FCC would dismiss the rest. Commission
officials said at the Nov. 30 meeting they plan a
public notice detailing the deadlines. The FCC raised
its national cap to 70, with no more than 50 applications in spectrum- limited markets; the agency also
increased the per- market cap from one to three
applications in spectrum- limited markets, subject to
certain conditions. The commission also clarified how
it will handle processing of FM translator applica-

LPFM: Barring an unforeseen complication, new

tions in embedded Arbitron Radio Metros. The FCC
intends to treat each embedded market as aseparate market for the purposes of the per- market cap.

rules implementing the Local Community Radio Act
become effective Jan. 10. That's also the deadline
to file any petitions for reconsideration. Federal

LAST.FM: CBS- owned Last.fm is eliminating its
radio streaming service in most countries and put-

Register publication of the Nov. 30 FCC actions on
LPFM triggered the effective date.

ting part of its music offering behind a pay wall
in other countries including the U.S. and U.K. and
Germany. It has already made the pay wall move

LPFM 2: A group of low- power FM advocates

in Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Brazil.

formed acoalition aimed at convincing the FCC to
okay higher power levels for LPFMs. The current
authorized level is 100 watts. In its recent LPFM

The additional changes take effect Jan. 15. Last.
fm has struggled during the economic downturn,

decision, the agency didn't act on proposed 50
and 250-watt classes of stations, saying it didn't
have enough information; it also eliminated the
10-watt class, calling them spectrally inefficient.
The Power Boost Coalition plans to file a Petition
for Rulemaking in 2013, asking for the commission

and says it's making the changes " due to licensing
restrictions." CBS purchased Last.fm for $ 280 million in 2007.
COX: Cox Media Group promoted Athens market
VP/GM Scott Smith to the newly created position
of radio technology director. Smith will oversee

"We have a well- capitalized owner
(continued on page 8)

the company's radio signal improvements, radio
portfolio opportunities and regulatory changes
that affect radio. He'll also continue to manage the
company's Athens cluster.
ARBITRON: Audience research
firm Arbitron EVP/C00 Sean
Creamer will replace the retiring Bill Kerr as president and
chief executive. Kerr, who has
held the position since 2010,
will remain on the board. The
change was effective Jan. 1.
The move was expected.

Sean Creamer

HD RADIO: The Best Buy Insignia Narrator HD
Radio receiver has won the FCC Chairman's Award
for Advancement in Accessibility for 2012. Now
in their second year, the awards were created to
encourage technological innovation in communication- related areas and to recognize engineers,
research and other technologists who help the
disabled obtain jobs and succeed. The AM/FM unit
retails for around $ 100. The Narrator, marketed
under Best Buy's Insignia brand, is designed for
both sighted and visually- impaired users; it is certified by the International Association of Audio
Information Services as a radio reading services
receiver. The buttons are larger than normal, with
raised lettering. The user is prompted to tune the
radio with voice commands and asighted user
can turn off the accessible feature. The tabletop
receiver also supports Artist Experience, in which
the audio and is synched with visual images.

•
1664: Just what it looks like.
Two tin cups and astring. But it
transmitted sound!

1936: The advent of the dial
desk phone. No more asking
the operator to connect you.

adze
1876: Alexander Graham
Bell's commercially
viable telephone.

1963: Push buttons usher
in the thoroughly modem
world. Touch tones enter
pop culture.

1900: Phones become fixtures
in more well-to-do and
steam- punk homes.

1983: The mobile
phone is areality. Plots
in all TV shows get a
boot!

1920: Every home is working
toward having atelephone!

2004: I
PTelephones
begin to become the
staple of modem
business.

2007: Smariphones are
complete communications
centers. AND they can
sound great!

ST/C

VolP • POTS 4113 VOICE • CALL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

AS PHONES GET 'SMARTER,' YOUR ON-AIR CALLERS
SHOULD SOUND ' BETTER/ RIGHT? NOW THEY CAN...
STAC-V IP leverages Vol P (Voice over IP) technology to deliver a new way to manage all your phone
calls for talk shows, interviews and contests. It breaks new ground by handling calls from HD Voice- capable
telephones as well Smartphone apps. Give your listeners the best sounding shows on the air. Get STAC-V IP.

•

NOW

SHIPPING

STAC VIP is Plugged Into Skype"

comrex.com

111111\11/11 » MY

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • e-mail: info@comrex.com
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HARRIS
(continued from page 6)

that's very committed to this business and space, and
it's going to help us keep asteady hand on the tiller,"
he said. "Harris will keep driving great service, support
and continued innovation. Early customer reaction is
very positive."
Morris said Gores was looking for a "strong broadcast brand to add to its media portfolio," which
includes Dial Global. The latter calls itself America's
largest provider and distributor of audio content to
8,500 radio stations.
Morris believes The Gores Group brings expertise
that will help accelerate some of the division's goals "as
well as help us carve out cleanly from Harris" without
bumps. Gores will bring "operational expertise" and
"sector expertise" to manage the exit of the broadcast
division from the umbrella of Harris Corp.
"The Gores Group thinks Harris has a great deal
of growth potential, with alot of growth coming from
abroad:' he said.
Harris products will retain the Harris name for three
years before being rebranded.
Without getting into specifics, Morris said the
company is working on product releases to unveil at
the spring NAB convention. In digital radio, it remains
excited about HD Radio products, he said. "Ithink we
are quite happy those products, such as the Flexiva line.
Those things are growing nicely and doing well."
Morris said employees have handled the stress of
the sale process well. "We tried to make this as uncomplicated as possible. Uncertainty always brings stress.
At the same time our team here was very patient. They
believe in our vision and products. [Employee] reaction
has been very positive to the sale." In aletter announcing the sale, he thanked the staff for the loyalty they
exhibited as the process unfolded.
Harris Corp. announced its
intentions to sell the broadcast
division in May 2012; officials
explained the decision was based
on asix-month review that showed
broadcast had become less aligned
with its core business and longterm strategy. At that point, Harris
Broadcast was classified as a discontinued operation.
At one time Harris reported
financial results for the broadcast
division separately, but in 2011 it
rolled its broadcast business into a
segment called Integrated Network
Solutions. A report by Devoncroft
last summer said Harris's third
quarter 2012 sales were $ 111 million, a decline of 14 percent from
the same period in 2011.
MORGAN STANLEY MANAGED SALE
Harris Corp., which worked with investment banker
Morgan Stanley to manage the sale of the division,
never characterized the level of interest from potential buyers. Some broadcast industry observers had
pointed to the San Francisco-based private equity firm
Francisco Partners as apotential suitor. The investment
group acquired Grass Valley, which produces technology and services for the video and TV industries, in
2011.
"I can't share how many companies wanted to bid.
Scores of companies were interested and dozens sub-

NEWS
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mitted initial indications of interest:'
Morris said. "There were companies
who wanted pieces or the whole
thing."
One prominent industry observer,
Vice President of Radio Engineering
for Greater Media Milford Smith,
said he's pleased adeal is now complete, with aseemingly well-funded
buyer.
"Folks are understandably hesitant in some case to purchase equipment with long-anticipated lifetimes not knowing the ' lifetime'
of the manufacturer:' said Smith.
"Hopefully this announcement puts
that uncertainty to rest and both the
Harris Broadcast Division and the
industry can move forward with confidence in their business dealings."
Those in the radio broadcast
equipment manufacturing space followed developments surrounding the
sale. Broadcast Electronics officials
acknowledged being interested in
parts of Harris Broadcast.
The Gores Group likely will
make operational improvements
looking to find synergies, reduce
costs and raise cash, according to
Broadcast Electronics President/
CEO Joe Roark.
"There could be further workforce
cuts and consolidation at Harris. The
culture at Harris will likely be one of
absolute performance," Roark said.
He too expressed surprise at the

These photos show the transmitter assembly line at
the Fiarris Broadcast faciltty in Campinas Brazil.

Harris Intertype Corp. purchased Gates Radio in
1957 and entered the TV transmitter market in 1969.
It later added Intraplex's STL business and Pacific
Research & Engineering consoles.
Harris Broadcast consists of four business divisions:
transmission; media software; workflow, infrastructure
and networking; and digital out-of-home, according to
company officials.
The transmission unit includes radio and TV transmission products, exciters, PR&E studio consoles, net-

cash price considering the company had spent hundreds of millions of dollars acquiring brands like
Encoda Systems and Leitch Technologies in the past
decade.
"The $ 160 million cash price is low but an indication of how tough the broadcast manufacturing industry is right now. There is a $ 15 million promissory
note and another $50 million bump based on future
performance, but the cash payment might be about all
the Gores Group has to pay:' Roark said.
HISTORIC TIES
Harris has long held a position of significance
within the broadcast equipment market.

working solutions, studio furniture and Intraplex STL
systems and IP codecs. It encompasses digital radio
solutions for HD Radio, DRM/DRM+ and DAB. The
unit's large television transmission portfolio includes
analog and digital transmitters for LPTV, mediumpower and high-power and Mobile DTV solutions.
The media software portfolio includes traffic and
billing software, business intelligence and analysis
software and digital asset management.
Harris' workflow, infrastructure and networking
business unit includes servers, routers, multiviewers,
signal processing and distribution, video networking,
audio solutions (including loudness control) and test
and measurement. The digital out-of-home division
covers digital signage solutions and serves markets
outside of broadcast like retail, hospitality and sports
venues, according to Harris officials.

Tielintîri
The Codec Company

www.tieline.com/genie-distribution

Phone: 1-317-845-8000 ext.118

Email: sales@tieline.com
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A/C Color Code Is for Your Own Good
Why make load balancing and maintenance harder than they have to be?

rharles

S. "Buc" Fitch, P.E., was
reminded of the issue of electrical
wiring color code a few days ago. He
opened a panel and found the entire
"hot/phase" side wired in black wire.
This doesn't help the tasks of load balancing and maintenance.

I

WORKBENCH
Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

Although the National Electrical Code
doesn't require aspecific color code for
ungrounded conductors, electricians often
use the following color system for power
and lighting conductor identification:
•120/240V, single-phase wiring —
black, red and white

Fig. 1: Take note of the wiring colors inside your electrical panels.

•120/240V, three-phase wiring —
black, orange, blue and white
•277/480V, three-phase wiring —
brown, orange, yellow and gray;
or, brown, purple, yellow and gray
On the grounded side for neutrals,
the wires have to be white or gray. Buc
prefers white at 120/240 (208) and gray
for 277/480 circuits. Green or bare wire
is always the grounding conductor.

Personally, Buc specifies the latter
277/480 color grouping; that removes
the "orange" wire color and any confusion. Why? Orange is the only specified
ungrounded conductor and marks the
"wild leg" of a 120/240 center-tapped
neutral delta configuration. For those
unfamiliar: In wild leg configuration,
the two end phases on the center-tapped
winding provide 120 volts to neutral, but
on the wild leg you will find nearly 208
volts to the neutral.

AM Ground Systems Co.
-vmamgroundsvstems,com

PHYSICAL
AM SIT E SE RVICES

VALIJAT ON

If you see an orange wire in apanel,
alarm bells of caution should go off in
your head. You don't want to wire a 120
VAC outlet across the wild 208 volt phase.
Reach Buc Fitch at fitchpee
comcast.net.

P

rev iou sly we solicited feedback on
the use of those laser-sighted infrared thermometers.
Dave Doherty of Skywaves has a
Fluke 62. It has a 10:1 ratio and claims

• Complete Ground System
Construction, Evaluation
and Repair Services.
•

Fast, Efficient Full Site
Construction Services.

•

Firm quotes

CONSTRUCT/ON

REPAIR
SAMPL E.FEED & CONTROL LINE LOCATION, REPLACEMENI S RCP.4 IP
•

accuracy to within 1percent. Dave can
testify that it works great in high RF AM
environments like that of 50 kW WCRN.
Dave has not tried it in a highRF
FM or TV environment. The instrument
works fine at Rhode Island's WBRU
(FM) and WHJY(FM), though the FM
RF level in the building is low there.
What have you experienced? Write to
me at johnpbissetegmail.com.

If you see an orange
wire in apanel, alarm bells
of caution should go off in
your head.

by John Bisset

•120/208V, three-phase wiring —
black, red, blue and white
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MOM MODELING PREPARATION WORE

SERVING THE TECHNICAL AND CONSTRUCTION NEEDS OF AM BROADCASTERS FOR OVER 25 YEARS
AMGI,_)uNDSYSTEMS.CON

888-476-8630
888-GROUND®
40 4
-4-1g-le

* 4
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4F—vi 40 le
•—•

Has your AM site been
vandalized or damaged by
unauthorized construction?
Has your coverage or site
stability declined over time?

A

rid speaking of those foam peanuts, Cumulus Boise Engineer Bill
Frahm liked the idea of putting a few
foam packing peanuts inside anew base
insulator to give any water a place to
expand, should the drain holes become
clogged and the water freeze.
But ... Bill cautions to choose your
peanuts wisely. Don't use the ones that
are "ecofriendly" — sorry, but they
will disintegrate when wet.
Bill Frahm is at bill.frahme
cumulus.com.

F

rom Kuala Lumpur comes a neat
idea from engineer Paul Sagi. He
found the white LED-lighted magnifier
(continued on page 12)

Contact us today for
a no obligation quote
on any of our
services.

ti I-9) Radio
nautee

Reliable,
On-time Installation

9/11/2001
WE STILL REMEMBER

These are useful devices for spotting
overheated components. Dave writes he's
also used long tie-wraps to keep J-plugs
in place inside AM ATUs and phasors.
That won't keep them from burning if
the connections are loose, but he uses the
Fluke to keep an eye on that.
The meter also is useful for checking the heat on those Lapp insulators
— before messing with the drain holes.
(Dave loved the idea about putting foam
peanuts inside the insulators. It's just
too bad you have to shore up the tower
and disassemble the insulator to do it!)
Dave Doherty can be reached at
daveeskywaves.com.

Firm Quotes
Quality Workmanship
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NCIonioti 632 - FM/HD RadioTM
Monitor/Receiver

Essential Alarms

Scalable

Alarm closures to ground for
Carrier Loss, Digital Loss and
Audio Loss, so you can connect directly to your remote
control system. Eliminate the
guess work and know exactly
what's going on.

Buy as many or as few as you
need for your multicast setup.
Up to three 632's can be
mounted in a single 19- inch
rack space with our optional
19- inch rack adaptor*

Stays Locked
Loss of power, loss of signal,
loss of audio, you name it.
The 632 won't revert from HD
Radio back to analog FM, or
forget what HD channel it's
tuned to. Ever.

*Optional 19" rack adaptor holds up to three units

www.inovonicsbroadcast.com/mode1/632

1Novomcs
BROADCAST

5805 Hwy 9, Felton CA • www.inovonicsbroadcast.com
contact: sales©inovonicsbroadcast.corn
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Let's Talk About Codee Trends
We asked manufacturers to share thoughts about the state of their art

'TRENDS IN
TECHNOLOGY
Radio World asked several codec
suppliers about trends in their area of
expertise and we got back some great
information. Here and on the following pages, Radio World shares their
responses.

Internet has extended the reach of engineers to enable global management of
networks from asingle point.
In what direction is codec design
heading?
Lackness: From aremotes perspective,
there is a bigger focus on delivering
more live and local content cost effectively. Smartphones have revolutionized
newsgathering in particular, to the point
where every reporter in a network can
now afford to use an IP codec application to transmit high-fidelity remote
audio to the studio live, or as arecorded

endorsement of Opus by the IEEE, and
this is generating alot of interest given
its characteristics. The EBU has listed
it as an optional algorithm as part of its
Audio Contribution over IP standard for
interoperability among codec manufacturers — so watch this space for more
news on Opus in the next few months.
What role is HD Voice playing and
what other important developments
on the network provider side do we
need to know about?
Lackness: This is an interesting one and
everything has its place, but it is important

Entire networks continue to arm every reporter
with apocket-sized audio codec application to improve
the overall quality of the audio content broadcast.
—John Lackness

„
John Lackness
Tieline
VP Sales, Americas
How have codecs changed in recent
years?
Lackness: Advertising and therefore
revenues are down — so there is adrive
to be more profitable and look for ways
to improve the bottom line. Satellite and
synchronous links over transports such
as ISDN and the like are costly to run,
and more and more broadcasters are
looking at ways to send audio reliably
and more affordably over the public
Internet using IP.
IP is the primary network transport
evaluated in many situations, with many
codecs now IP-only. This has primarily
been driven by cost imperatives and the
flexibility IP provides. The ability to
globally manage IP codecs via Webbrowser control mechanisms over the

Advanced User Interface

More Control

report. Entire networks continue to arm
every reporter with apocket-sized audio
codec application to improve the overall
quality of the audio content broadcast.
From an audio distribution and STL
perspective, the latest designs consolidate much more powerful capabilities
over IP in compact hardware designs.
They include multichannel, multiple
unicast and multicast capabilities, as
well as interoperability over multiple
transports, including redundant Ethernet
streaming ports in many cases.

to understand HD Voice has limitations.
First, it not supported over 2G and
requires the 3G network. Second, a
number of broadcasters find it is restrictive because only a select number of
cellphone operators support it; both ends
must be on the same network and this
has proven to be afrustrating point for
many Europeans where roaming agreements are in place; i.e. if Operator A
supports it but operator B doesn't, you
only get astandard voice call ( Italy is a
great example of this).

Are engineers still leery of relying on
the Internet for mission-critical audio
transport?
Lackness: Tieline has been designing
and refining IP codecs since 2005 and
views IP now as an established transport with a significant track record of
reliability. We have acquired significant
knowledge over the past nine years by
refining remote IP codecs and have
added multiple layers of redundancy
through SmartStream IP software to
ensure engineers are confident about
transporting perfect audio over imperfect networks like the Internet.
What's the "state of the art" in bitrates
and algorithms these days?
Lackness: There is avast array of algorithms out there and it really depends on
the application and available bandwidth.
For highquality low-delay audio distribution and STLs, the most widely
used would be the AAC range and aptX
Enhanced. Also of note is the recent

Tom Hartnett
Comrex
Technical Director

With the advent of 4G-LTE and its
fairly rapid rollout, the contention issues
on 3G IP networks are less evident and
the network architecture is improved
to ensure better utilization of available
spectrum.
What is the next big challenge facing
codec designers?
Lackness: Interoperability over WANs.
What else should asmart buyer know?
Lackness: Always ask if your new
codec is IPv4/IPv6-compatible. The
IPv6 static IP address system has been
chosen as the successor to the original
IPv4 version and will transition over
time to become the new Internet of the
future. IPv6 hardware supports virtually unlimited numbers of public IP
addresses, so broadcasters will be able
to avoid complicated network address
translation and firewall routing that is
often associated with IPv4 networks.
What is your newest or most notable
codec product?
Lackness: The IRU Merlin rackmount
IP codec is designed to transmit bidirectional high-fidelity IP audio and fullduplex communications between the
studio and a range of Tieline remote
codecs or smartphones using Tieline's
ReportIT application.
Merlin is capable of two independent mono connections with different
Tieline IP codecs or smartphones using
ReportIT, to save money on hardware at
the studio. The codec includes Tieline's
renowned SmartStream IP streaming
management software for ultrareliable
remotes over IR It also has dual power
supplies and is future-proofed via IPv4/
IPv6 compatibility. Merlin is ideal for
studio and remote truck installations.

How have codecs changed in recent
years?
Hartnett: Besides the general movement from ISDN to IP, codecs have certainly made inroads in providing solid
performance over "average-quality"
wired IP links.
Most good modern codecs have
dynamic buffer managers and other
tools to compensate for the "raw"
nature of the public Internet. We hear
of very few operational issues these
days, beyond initial setup, from wired
IP users.
On the wireless end, seamless integration with things like 4G and Wi-Fi
is hot. Also codec manufacturers now
deploy compatible modes so they can
talk to each other. And finally, several
manufacturers have introduced lowercost, simpler devices that bring the
benefits of IP codecs to a larger user
base.
(continued on page 16
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(continued from page 14)

In what direction is codec design
heading?
Hartnett: The industry hasn't seen a
mass migration to laptop-based codecs,
although they exist. We've been concentrating on providing easy interface
to existing smartphone apps as companions our hardware codecs, as there
is a definite segment of user who is
excited about that. But there are limits
to smartphone codecs — like form factor, wireless-only operation and lack of
stereo — and there are many users (e.g.,
voiceover, sportscasting, studio-studio,
backup STL) for which they'll never
make sense.
Ifeel strongly that it's time to leverage the benefits of IP codecs into the
station's on-air phone system. We've
introduced an IP-based multi- line call
in system that does all the old-fashioned
telephone integration, but can also take
calls from codec users (and wideband
smartphone apps) and blends them
seamlessly into the same conference.
Are engineers leery of relying on
the Internet for mission-critical audio
transport?
Hartnett: Engineers just need to be
smart about where they are applying
these tools. Most smart customers know
not to show up to a ballgame with
30,000 smartphone users and expect
good results on 3G. And not to buy a
$35/month consumer-grade DSL as your
STL backbone.
Of course there's a lot of different
kinds of users, and sometimes projects
are green- lighted only because they can
be done cheaply. Ifind those the most
interesting and fun, but in most cases
those types of projects can survive some
rocky performance.
But as far as real pros with budgets
and reliability needs, they can be met
with smart design and planning, and
installation of wired Internet whenever
possible.
This is an important point: Wireless services can be a nice shortcut
for quick-shots and reporters, but will
never rival the reliability of wired.
And mission-critical wired IP requires
QoS arrangements and Service Level
Agreements. In the early days, it was
pretty common for users to try IP coding, have a failure and announce the
technology " not ready." There's too
much cost-savings at stake to ignore IP
codecs anymore.
What is the "state of the art" in
bitrates and algorithms?
Hartnett: For pro-grade studio-studio
and STL, it's often cost-effective to
go linear, or with a lossless codec like
FLAC. This will require a reasonably
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"fat" IP pipe, but is often doable these
days at reasonable cost, and removes
any concerns about codec cascading.
Short of that, arelatively high-bitrate
(at least 256 kbps) AAC coding works
well. For budget broadcasters this can be
lowered, and HE-AAC can be utilized
below 100 kbps and sound quite good

binary in their performance ( i.e., either
working, or if faulty, blocking all your
data).
What about HD Voice and other developments on the network provider
side?
Hartnett: For general users, HD Voice
'
,
'
,
"111111111

Ifeel strongly that it's time to leverage the benefits
of IP codees into the station's on-air phone system.
—Tom Hartnett
The premiere "remote broadcast" coding algorithm is definitely AAC-ELD,
which can provide good-sounding mono
with low delay at 48 kbps, and stereo
below 100 kbps. This means the same
algorithm can be deployed on wired
links, Wi-Fi and 3G/4G without much
regard to how "fat" the network is. We
used to believe algorithms that work
down in the sub-20 kbps range offered
an edge. We find this is less so these
days — networks seem much more

Kevin Campbell
WorldCast Systems
APAC/Americas AP
Sales Director
How have codecs changed?
Campbell: The most obvious development in the last few years is the level of
maturity in the use of IP links for broadcast. While IP audio has been around
for quite some time, it is only in the
recent past that it has become an acceptable alternative for the understandably
conservative broadcast engineer.
Now it has become relatively simple
to install managed IP links for audio
transport using MPLS technology and

has an "Achilles heel:' which is its
inability to work if the standard public
telephone network is involved. But since
service providers are willing to deploy it
(I suspect mostly for marketing impact),
it could be areal boon for radio.
Our industry has the high-quality
contribution application covered with
existing products, but we still often take
horrible-sounding calls on-air. How
many meticulously engineered stations
air hours of cellphone audio per day

protocols such as QoS and DiffServ.
Broadcasters in the major markets are
using MPLS in conjunction with a
secondary IP link to provide "alwayson-redundancy" that can truly rival
(or better) the "five nines" offered
by T1 services. In the smaller markets, broadcasters are now able to
use cost-effective cable modem DSL
and microwave links for their STLs
and studio-studio links, significantly
reducing operational costs. Just afew
years back, using these low-grade links
meant that the broadcaster would have
to accept a significant degradation in
audio quality and a raft of reliability
issues. Now, the technology exists that
means these cost savings no longer
have to involve such compromises to
service.
Where are they heading?
Campbell: In the context of STL and
audio distribution generally, as network speeds increase and bandwidth
becomes more readily available, the
need for heavy-duty compression is
lessening. While rumors of compression's demise have been circulating
for quite some time, it is unlikely to
disappear completely. As networks get
faster, so the quality of the content
gets richer and expands to meet the
growing pipe. However, bandwidth is
not the precious commodity it once
was, and light, gentle compression is
increasingly preferred to aggressive

from listeners? It drives me crazy. It
prompted us to design aproduct specifically to integrate HD Voice and Skype
calls to the studio. We even provide a
simple HD Voice app you can provide
to guests and listeners.
Beyond that, the wide deployment of
4G LTE creates an environment where
odds of success for IP wireless remotes
are enhanced dramatically.
What is the next big challenge facing
codec designers?
Hartnett: Video! Radio stations are
becoming multi-platform content providers, and video is often apart of that
change. There used to be abig distinction between video and audio content
producers, and that's now all blurred.
What is your newest or most notable
product?
Hartnett: There are two: STAC-VIP, a
VolP studio telephone system that integrates HD Voice calls, Skype, and "normal" callers; and our LiveShot codec
that delivers high-quality video on poor
networks with very low delay with the
right set of controls and functions for
broadcast, because video isn't just for
TV anymore.

psychoacoustic methods.
How reliable is the Internet for mission-critical audio?
Campbell: Ithink that any engineer
worth their salt is right to be hesitant
about using the Internet for missioncritical audio transport. It is correct
that there are major cost savings to be
made and it is now possible to deliver
Ti audio quality and reliability over the
medium with great success. However,
we often forget that the Internet was
never designed for real-time communication; it was designed for non-realtime data comms. Therefore the inherent ability of the Internet to offer this
is simply not there.
It is up to the codec equipment to
implement techniques that allow this
to happen, and there are many different
techniques on offer. Some techniques
will scale back audio quality according
to bandwidth availability, some affect
delay and others will switch from one
link to another causing audio glitches
and dropouts. I would urge anyone
interested in using the Internet for
mission-critical transport to seek out a
solution that does not require compromises of this sort.
Where are we with bitrates and
algorithms these days?
Campbell: Ironically, new algorithms
are becoming less important within
(continued on page 18)

IT'S LIKE ASAVINGS VAULT IN DISGUISE.
The cost of a transmitter extends well beyond the purchase price. But with groundbreaking innovations
like PowerSmart , Harris Flexiva

and 3DX: transmitters provide higher performance that saves money,

every day. Less space, power and maintenance required — this is technology you can bank on.

Where Great Radio Begins — broadcast.harris.com/Radio
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(continued from page 16)
the codec domain. Many of the new
acquisition and distribution technologies that have emerged use heavy compression and therefore, in the core of the
network, in the studio-transmitter and
studio-studio links, it is increasingly
important to maintain the integrity of
the audio content. While several customers still use MPEG and particularly
the AAC variants to connect to existing
equipment, those establishing new networks and links typically still use linear
audio or Enhanced apt-X to preserve the
audio content as much as possible in the
heart of their transport network.

increasingly attractive option for audio
transport and is leading broadcasters to
seek out solutions that enable them to
use it in their networks.

challenge facing codec designers is to
translate the intricacies of IP networking and make connections simple and
quick to establish.

manufacturer provide? What upgrade
paths are available should they require
more channels in future? How does
the codec perform over the open interne? What compromises does the unit

What's the next big challenge?
Campbell: With less emphasis on compression, codec designers will compete
increasingly on the core feature set of

What question do you think a smart
ht wet- nf codecs should be asking?
Campbell: A smart buyer should be

require when using open IP? Can they
get ademo unit to trial the technology?

1001, ng not just at unit price but at the

What is your company's newest or
most notable product?
Campbell: We have seen incredible interest and uptake of APT's
SureStream technology in the U.S. over
the past months. SureStream is amultiaward-winning IP audio technology
that essentially enables broadcasters to
utilize inexpensive, consumer-grade IP
audio links and deliver the audio quality and reliability that you would expect
from aT1 link. With no compromise to

h--r
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With less emphasis on compression, codec
designers will compete increasingly on the core feature
set of their devices, on the redundancy they offer and
on the interfaces they provide.
—Kevin Campbell

What about HD Voice and similar
developments?
Campbell: HD Voice is not something
we have heard much off to be honest. On the network side, it is cost
that is having the biggest impact. The
affordability of both managed IP and
consumer-grade IP links makes it an

their devices, on the redundancy they
offer and on the interfaces they provide.
With the proliferation of IP audio networks, and the ever-increasing workload
and remit of broadcast engineers, the

total cost of ownership of their STL
combination over the coming years.
They should be asking what inbuilt
redundancy is in their codec hardware.
What customer references can the codec

port, we also see a shift in codec
options designed to work with varying levels of latency, packet drop and
other variables introduced by packetswitched data carriage.

public Internet connections. Many
radio stations are handling full-time
STL using alocal Internet provider —
cable or DSL — backed up by ahighspeed wireless carrier. Automatic path

In what direction is codec design
heading?
Harnack: In the direction of options.
There are sensible options from the
various broadcast audio codec designers in terms of form factor, data redundancy, automatic backup, algorithm
and bitrate flexibility, ancillary data
and software updates.
Engineers were leery for a long time

How are codecs different now?
Harnack: The biggest shift is away
from circuit switched connections,
such as ISDN, to packet-switched connections using Internet Protocol.
This doesn't mean that IP codecs
work only over the public Internet,
however. Indeed, we might say that
the biggest shift in codec technology is really the shift in connection
choices. With ISDN and other dedicated services, there is usually just one
"incumbent" telephone company from
which to obtain service, plus perhaps
a "competitive" carrier. With IP connection technology, there are often
a half-dozen options for connectivity
including low-cost RF links.
With the move to IP for data trans-
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of relying on the Internet for audio
transport.
Harnack: Broadcast engineers prefer to
be in control of their own operations.
Using their own equipment with tariffed, regulated services, such as T1
or ISDN, has been adequate in most
cases. When we think of IP, we usually
think of the public Internet, though that
doesn't have to be the case at all; it's
just usually the least expensive case.
When aTI connection carrying astation's STL feed to the transmitter is
cut, waterlogged or otherwise unusable,
there isn't any other good option for
data transmission in that same format.
However, IP is different. IP technology and carriage is so commonplace
nowadays that redundancy is inexpensive, and five nines of reliability or
better is often available. Some radio
networks are building out a content
distribution/contribution systems using
parallel satellite, private WAN and

switching is available in sophisticated,
yet inexpensive data routers.
An important component in IP data
transmission is choice. Broadcast engineers often have more choices now than
they realize for connecting transmitter
sites, remote talent, studios in distant
cities, sports venues and mobile news
reporters. As engineers, it's important
that we seek out every available service
and option, and bring these options up
as possible solutions.
Where are we with bitrates and
algorithms?
Harnack: As with many questions, the
answer is "that depends."
When bandwidth is available, broadcast engineers can choose a linear
audio mode for perfect 24-bit digital
audio at 48 kHz sampling. This will
consume alittle over 2Mbps over an IP
link. Excellent audio quality — "unimpeachable," to quote the late Steve
Church — can be had using AAC at
320 kbps or other modern algorithms
at similar or higher bitrates. When low
bitrate connections are the only option,
we like AAC-ELD ( Enhanced Low
Delay), or other similarly sophisticated
codecs like HE-AAC and HE-AAC v2.
Other new codecs such as Opus are
showing promise as well.
It's always the case, even when using
a modern codec, that a higher bitrate
will deliver better audio. And linear

quality, SureStream can deliver savings
so significant that return on investment
can be as little as four months. It is currently available on the stereo Horizon
NextGen, the multi-channel WorldNet
Oslo and our brand-new compact, multichannel AoIP platform the Oslo 1U.

carriage is better than any perceptually
coded audio.
What role are HD Voice and other
developments playing for broad—
casters?
Harnack: HD Voice is an interesting subject for broadcast engineers. If
we lived 100 percent in the world of
telephony, we would think that "HD
Voice" was the greatest thing since
sliced bread. At the moment, "HD
Voice" usually implies telephony using
the G.722 codec. For telephones it's a
wonderful improvement! For broadcast
remotes it's certainly an improvement
over G.711 (the regular telephony voice
codec), but it's not nearly as goodsounding as AAC at similar bitrates.
The benefit of HD Voice becoming
more widespread in telephone systems
is that phone callers sound far better
than ever before. And, call-ins from
reporters, ball games, parades, etc.
sound quite good, and far better than
they would have over a regular phone
connection. But please don't think of
using "HD Voice" as asubstitute for a
full-spectrum, modern codec for longform programming; and don't even
think of using it for live music.
What we're starting to see now is a
blurring of the lines between IP codecs
and VoIP telephony. This is a good
thing, as long as we use this enhanced
capability on phone calls to bring their
quality up. Let's not fall back on HD
Voice for applications where a fullspectrum, stereo codec would have
been the right choice.
(continued on page 22)
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Steve Harvey was named "Talk's
New Titan" by People magazine in a
recent issue. His radio show, "The Steve
Harvey Morning Show," is syndicated
by Premiere Networks to more than
60 stations.

TALKS
NEW
TITAN
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Harris
BroadSmith during the 2013 NAB
cast has hired Jim
Show opening April 8 in Las
Thomason to be its
Vegas. Carey has been presiSoutheast sales mandent and chief operating officer
ager. In announcing
of News Corp. since July 2009.
the hiring, Harris
He oversees diversified global
also said that it has
operations, including the proredrawn sales region
duction and distribution of film
boundaries and Garand television programming;
rett Wood would take
television, satellite and cable Chase Carey
over the Northwest
broadcasting; newspaper and
region. Thomason is no stranger
book publishing and digital media.

to Harris, having been employed as a
district sales manager at one time. He
was most recently aregional sales manager for broadcast equipment distributor SCMS. The
new Harris territory map is:
Brian Szewczyk, Northeast
and eastern Canada; Jim
Thomason, Southeast; Mark
Goins (
also manager, North
American radio sales), Midwest; Ron Lane, Southwest
and Hawaii; and Garrett
Wood, Northwest and western Canada.
Jim Thomason

,
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Cumulus Media has chosen JT
Batson as the company's first chief revenue officer. He will oversee sales strategy and sales operations for the company's broadcast, digital, commerce,
event and publishing activities, including owned-and-operated radio stations, the 4,500-station Cumulus Media
Network and local commerce platform
SweetJack. He previously served as
chief strategy officer at advertising systems provider Mediaocean, which was
the result of amerger of Donovan Data
Systems and Mediabank.
Ron Paley was honored with the
WABE Ambassador of the Year
Award for contributions to the
Canadian broadcast industry during
the Western Association of Broadcast
Engineers ( WABE) convention in
Calgary, Alberta. Ron and wife, Carol,
operate family businesses Oakwood
Broadcast and Ron Paley Broadcast
and recently acquired Digital Juke Box
Automation. Paley also was long associated with automation manufacturer
OMT Technologies, and son Darrin has
worked for Wheatstone Corp. for 11
years, after spending six years as apart
of the family business.

/ /AIM

Broadcast- grade Audio
over Low Cost IP
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Check out SureStream in your
facility to see the difference for
yourself! Ask us for more details
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• Lose your Synchronous and ISM Links and Save
Utilize inexpensive IP links (3G, 4G, LAN, WAN, WIFI, xDSL)

• Always On Air
Protection from loss of connection and dropped packets

• No Compromise to Aucio Quality
Maintain consistent delay and audio quety

• Now shipping on Oslo, Oslo 1U and Horizon NextGen Audio Codecs
and on the Stream- In IP Audio Encoder and Stream- Out IP Audio Decoder ( 1Port Version)

cry,410
Ron Paley and Darrin Paley
News Corp. President and Chief
Operating Officer Chase Carey will participate in aquestion-and-answer session
with NAB President and CEO Gordon
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WorldCast Systems

Watch the video
vvvvwsurestream.ws
contact@aptc3decs.00m Itel : 335 249 3110 Iwww.aptcodecs.com
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this simple setup runs rings around any other AolP network - at an
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Meet the LX-24...Wheatstone's flagship, multi- award- winning advanced modular networkable console control surface
The design initiative behind the LX- 24 was to create the world's finest

processors. The visually- stunning meter bridge features up to four sets

control surface. The result is a console that redefines the entire genre.

of bright, high resolution LED meters, as well as circular LED displays for

The LX- 24 is an intelligent surface that can store and recall all your settings.

auxiliary send levels and pan control. A digital count-up/count-down timer is

Its totally modular design lets you configure it exactly as you like - you can

also included.

even hot-swap modules at any time without having to reconfigure.

The LX- 24 is advanced in ways that can make a HUGE difference in your

Assign any source of any type anywhere on your network to any fader.

capabilities. But it's also immediately familiar to anyone who has ever sat

Each input channel can be assigned to four stereo busses, plus four pre/

behind a board at a radio station. Use it to make your programming the

post- selectable aux sends, a stereo CUE bus, four mix- minuses and

best it can be. Just plug it into your WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network - with it,

the panel's own bus- minus. Full Vorsis EQ and Dynamics let you sculpt

and the BLADES across the page, you can, dare we say it, rule the world.

and control your sound with the quality of the finest dedicated outboard

THE LX- 24 CONSOLE CONTROL SURFACE FEATURES
Low- profile table-top design - no cutout required
Meter bridge with up to four bright. high res LED meter sets
Control room and headphone outputs with level control
and source selection
Two independent studio outputs
Stereo cue speakers and amplifier, built- into meter bridge
Onboard VGA and USB-Mouse connectors
Event storage ( snapshots) and recall

Each input channel features:
-Four stereo bus assigns
-Four pre/post-fader aux sends
-Four mix- minuses
-Bus- Minus"
-Source name display
-A/B source selector
-2programmable buttons
-Vorsis EQ and Dynamics including 4-band
parametnc EQ, High- and Low- Pass fitters,
Compressor and Expander/Noise gate

phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com
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price. it's called The WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, and it rules.
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Our BLADES carry out your orders network- wide at

And this is ALL the extra stuff you need to wire- up

Gigabit Ethernet speeds - no bottlenecks

the Intelligent Network:

As an integral part of the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network,

Four CAT- 6 cables and

BLADES interface, move, bend, shape, route and control

a low-cost switch that

everything you want to do with your audio. If it's audio,

handles the gigabit speed

a BLADE will handle it - at lightning speed.

WheatNet-IP runs at.

Use them organically with our control surfaces, run them from
our Glass- E software wherever you have internet access, cr
control them from the front panels. BLADES make your life
incredibly easy and secure.

Let's do the math - plug in
eight connectors, power
up a console and three

IITT TTT 1( •• • woommw—

BLADES, add your audio
and you are ready to rock, roll and rule the radio world.

As you need more functionality, just plug in more BLADES -

Brilliant, you ask? Nah - just really, really intelligent.

they come in configurations to handle whatever you need
(analog, digital. aid. mic, MADI). Each BLADE is self-configuring

Want to know more?

and has the DNA of the entire self- healing network.
With BLADES, you can do everything from a simple ( or
complex, if you like) snake to STL-over-IP to full- on multistudio/facility networking - even processing. And because of
Wheatstone's partnership with the top suppliers of automation

WheatNet-IP outperforms the other AolP systems
exponentially and is, by far, the most reliable network you
can get. Log onto wheatip.com. There is a world of real
information there. Or, give us a call. There's nothing we like
better than talking about this stuff.

and remote gear, you'll have control over your entire system
right from WheatNet-IP. Ruling the world has never been easier.

EVERY BLADE FEATURES
Two 8x2 stereo virtual Utility Mixers that can be used for
awide range of applications: for example. using Wheatstone's ACI
Automation Control Interface, your automation system can control
the mix for satellite or local insertion switching
Front panel bar graph meters smtchable to display source
input level or destination output level after gain trim
Front panel routing control — any system source to any
destination on that BLADE
Front panel headphone jack with source select and level
control — monitor any system source

Flexible GPI logic — 12 universal logic ports, programmable as
inputs or outputs, routable throughout the entire system
Built-in web server
so you can configure and control locally or remotely wrthout having
to run dedicated software
SNMP messaging for alerts
Silence detection on each output that can trigger alarms or
make arouting change
Silent — no fans — can safely be located in astudio wrth live mics

V1//--)c)t_tor-)
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CODEC TRENDS
(continued from page 18)
The Telos VX phone system can easily accept calls from HD Voice (G.722)
users. The Z/IP One IP codec can
also communicate with other G.722
devices (G.711, too) and can even register with aSIP Server such that standard
10-digit dialing is available.
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things get less predictable. This is the
challenge. And this is where our most
brilliant developers are dreaming and
innovating every day.
What else should a codec shopper
know?
Harnack: Several IP codecs designed
for broadcasters are compliant with the

end network performance twice each
second, plus factors packet losses and
drop, as well as packet concealments, to
instantly adjust buffer size and far-end
send bitrate as needed.
Engineers looking at IP codecs should
consider several aspects of the proposed
utilization, data path(s) and the expertise
level of those using the equipment. For

-49

What is the next big challenge facing
codec designers?
Harnack: The abundance of low-cost
bandwidth is just so enticing to anyone
trying to work with real-time audio.
If ISDN at 128 kbps was reliable, we
wonder, why won't 5 Mbps be that
much better? Of course we know the
answer to this. Most broadband connections are inconsistent. Sometimes, many
times, maybe even most times, we may
have high capacity and low latency. But
sometimes we won't.
That inconsistency is our challenge
and our opportunity. A real-time broadcast codec needs suitably low latency
and a reliable connection for the duration of the broadcast. While we cannot
guarantee service without interruptions,
we certainly can develop algorithms
that are capable of adapting to deteriorating network conditions, correct errors
(lost packets) and even provide some
sort of path redundancy in some cases.
Building acodec to work over an IP
transport rather than atelco transport is
not so difficult. With dedicated bandwidth (nailed up, QoS), IP can be just
as reliable as a circuit switched connection. Once we try to get that performance over the public Internet though,

Broadcast engineers often have more choices now
than they realize for connecting transmitter sites, remote
talent, studios in distant cities, sports venues and mobile
news reporters.
—Kirk Harnack
N/ACIP standard. This standard assures
a basic level of connection compatibility across different brands of IP
codecs. However, N/ACIP compatibility does not address the clever and creative approaches that different IP codec
manufacturers are taking to data error
mitigation and concealment.
One approach is to simply send two
streams from each encoder, increasing
the chances that all packets will arrive
at the decoder. Another approach, one
that Telos has embraced quite successfully, is to use codecs that offer built-in
error concealment, and then add resilient buffer size management and encoding bitrate management.
Telos calls this Agile Connection
Technology. ACT measures the end-to-

broadcast remotes it's best to choose a
product that works well through others'
firewall/routers, and offers a friendly
directory ( buddy list) for one-button
connecting. For full-time connections,

Alliance as the new director of sales
for radio at the Telos, Omnia Audio
and Axia Audio brands, effective Jan.
7, 2013.
Fred Godard has resigned as a
director of International Datacasting Corp. Last month, Godard also
stepped down as the company's president and CEO, positions he had held
since March 2010. The Board currently consists of Chairman Del Lippert, Georges Ata, Graham McBride
and Peter Strom. Lippert is also serving as interim CEO, and he previously
served as adirector of ¡ DC from 2009
until July 2011.
Cox Media Group's Vice President and General Manager Scott
Smith has also been named its new
Radio Technology director.
Jim Arnold has been named the
new vice president and general manager for Journal Broadcast Group's
Tucson Operations.

What is your most notable recent
product?
Harnack: The Telos Z/IP One is becoming the "Swiss army knife" of IP codecs.
Engineers bring us success stories every
week about using Z/IP One for difficult remotes, STL links, even letting
a bedridden morning host broadcast
from home. It works with our free Z/
IP Server for easy NAT traversal, and
offers 11 coding algorithm options, each
at the designers' allowable bit rates. SIP
connectivity is standard. The ACT function delivers the best remotes possible
over IP, even 3G and 4G mobile links. It
can connect over Wi-Fi, and to Livewire
networks for easy setup. All this allows
Z/IP One to work seamlessly with other
Z/IP Ones; and also with other N/ACIPcompliant codecs.•
quality using afraction of bandwidth
used by linear PCM.
In what direction is codec design
heading?
Parikh: Increasing processor speeds
have allowed codecs to be implemented in software. The software
implementation has enabled flexibility in reconfiguration of codec algo-

PEOPLENEWS
John Lennon has retired from the
Voice of America after 44 years in
broadcasting. He most recently served
as VOA's associate director of strategy and planning.
Dennis Sloatman has assumed the
duties of market director of engineering for Clear Channel Media and
Entertainment in Los Angeles. His
qualifying experience includes time as
market director of engineering for Cox
Media Group in Richmond, Va., and
he has also served as Cox's chief engineer for its Orlando, Fla., cluster. Joe
Gersh has been named general sales
manager for Clear Channel Atlanta's
six station cluster, effective Jan. 14,
2013. Clear Channel San Antonio
has named Nic Merenda its new vice
president of sales. Clear Channel
Tampa has also tapped Fernando
Bauermeister for general sales manager at WFLZ, WXTB and WBTP.
Cam Eicher will join the Telos

make sure the IP codec will reconnect
automatically after power loss or network outages. Ancillary data — RS-232
serial and GPIO — might be important
to you, and especially important that
these functions are synced to any endto-end delay in the audio.

Keyur Parikh
Harris Intraplex,
System Architect and
Software Lead

Let's say I'm an engineer but I've
been out of the market for several
years. What's the most notable way
that codecs are different now?
Parikh: A major difference is the
transport model. Circuit-based networks with high recurring costs are
now being replaced with lower-cost
ubiquitous IP networks ( both wired
and wireless). In fact, it is not uncommon for users to have access to multiple IP paths connecting the transmit end to the receiver for resiliency.
Another trend is the use of newer
algorithms such as the AAC family of
codecs, which can provide near-linear

rithms on the fly as well as integrating
IP networking features. As codecs
increasingly become IP-based, interoperable standards for real-time and
Web streaming are becoming prevalent. EBU has put out astandard that is
based on RTP streaming for interoperability. By adapting protocols such as
Shoutcast and the ability to stream
using Shoutcast as well as RTP for
broadcasting, codecs are extending
their real-time broadcasting reach to
PCs and smartphones as well.
What's your take on Internet reliability for mission-critical transport?
Parikh: Internet comes in many flavors: from a managed IP service to
unmanaged public Internet. Managed
service can provide reliable/deterministic service (almost like a circuit
service). With public Internet, there
are no guarantees on the quality of
service. A user is still leery of the
Internet, but a well-designed codec
in today's market will provide multiple tools in its networking features
kit to combat impairments in the IP
networks. These tools include, but are
not limited to, interfaces for multiple
(continued on page 24)
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Big Talker. Small Price.
Introducing the new Telos Hx6.
Winning stations know the secret to great- sounding call- ins: Telos phone systems.

Even unruly cell phone audio gets smoothed out, thanks to adaptive Digital Dynamic

And with the new Hx6, everyone can afford smooth, dynamic phone segments —

EQ, caller audio sweetening from Omnia, and the most advanced DSP hybrids in

just like major markets have enjoyed for years. Six lines, two Telos hybrids — one

broadcast. Not to mention beautiful VSet phones, with animated color displays that

certain way to extract excellent caller audio from any POTS or ISDN phone connection.

makes airing calls easier than ever. All at aprice guaranteed to have everyone talking.

Telos-Systems.com/Hx6
A

TIS Corp. 2013
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CODEC TRENDS

What is the next big challenge for
codec designers?

(continuedfrompage22)

Parikh: The challenge for codec designers is to create network adaptable systems. Because 11) networks come in

IP paths to be used simultaneously, forward error correction and advanced features which can provide hitless protec-

various qualities, the codec needs to
be able to tailor its transmission and
algorithm for each path simultaneously.

tion switching. All of the above enable
the user to achieve the reliability of a
circuit connection with a lot less recur-

and with network layer reliability features enabled.

time- dispersed manner and intelligently
resequence them at the receiver is key

What question should asmart buyer of

to combating packet erasure. RTI' level
forward error correction is another tech-

codecs be asking?
Parikh: Because the algorithms are more
or less standard, the differentiation of
products comes from being able to adapt

ring cost.

Because the algorithms are more or less standard,
the differentiation of products comes from being able to
adapt to IP networks.

What's the " state of the art" in bitrates
and algorithms?
Parikh: For musical content, the AAC
codecs are state of the art these days.
AAC-HE,v2 can achieve 90 percent
of linear quality at 64 kbps. HE and
HEv2 are specified in various broadcast

—Keyur Parikh

standards such as XM Radio, Mobile
Handheld, DAB+, DRM. On consumer
side, Apple's iTunes also uses AAC as
its default codec. AAC also has a lowdelay option, however for some user sce-

For example, when content is to be
sent to multiple receivers over different
IP networks simultaneously, the codec

narios, this is still not low enough and
therefore users would have to consider
other options such as linear or APT

needs to use the optimal algorithm
for each receiver. Receivers with highspeed connections may be sent uncom-

codec. For wideband voice, G722 is still
a very good option. It is low- delay and
royalty- free.

pressed content, while ones with lower
bandwidth and reliability should be sent
content with appropriate compression

to IP networks. Specifically, the ability to simultaneously encode the same
content with different algorithms and
bitrates with different network layer reliability handling is akey. Having multiple
interfaces and providing " hitless - operation using them is important. Providing
advanced features which can send multiple copies of the same packets in a

nique that is used to recover lost packets.
What is your newest or most notable
codec product?
Parikh: The new Harris 11) Link 100
and 11) Link 200 Audio Codecs carry on
the Intraplex tradition of robust "Always
On Audio - for STL and high- reliability audio networking applications.
The IP Link platfbrm provides userconfigurable encoding options along
with advanced capabilities fbr operation on managed or unmanaged IP networks. Key features include dual WAN
interfaces for streaming over diverse
networks: simultaneous multi- coding
of a single audio source onto multiple
streams with different algorithms and/or
bitrates: and Dynamic Stream Splicing
for protection against packet loss and
"hitless - recovery of the audio stream. •
Comment on this 01- any story. Email
radioworld ,nbmedia.com with " Letter
to the Editor - in the subject field.

MARKETPLACE
THE POWER OF V:

•

Mapping and analysis software
supplier V- Soft Communications
introduced Plus Pack bundles for
its Probe 4and FM Commander
programs.

•

FM+BLUETOOTH: As Geneva Labs sees it, world receivers of the past
could receive "all available radio stations of their time, using broadcasting technologies such as FM, longwave and shortwave." But today, it says,
popular local stations "are mainly broadcast over FM and digital radio,
while international and special interest stations are broadcast over the
Internet."
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The Probe 4 RF propagation
and interference analysis program Plus Pack includes tools

Hence its new
VVorldRadio model
is aimed at FM and
Internet listeners

and database modules previously
available only as options. They
are Synchronous Booster, Measured Signal Option ( depicted

(as well as those in
Europe listening to
digital radio).
The $ 299.95
receiver features a
digital color display

top), Pattern Workshop Editor
(bottom), ZIP Code Module,
Airport Module, ITU-R P.1546-1
Propagation Model, 1:250,000
(200 m) LULC Data, Canadian
FM and TV Station Databases,
2010 Tiger Geographic Data and
several database updates.The
FMCommander contour mapping
program Plus Pack adds the Internet Mapping Capabilities module, 2010 Tiger Geographic Data,
Airport Overlay Files and the
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V-Soft is also soliciting interest for training sessions to coincide with the NAB
3•4 040

Show in Las Vegas. This is atradition with V- Soft and the amount of interest
dictates some of V-Soft's preparations and ultimate cost of the sessions. Email
info@v-softcom to express an interest or ask aquestion.
Info: www.v-soft.com

WorldRadio can receive FM ( as well as digital DAB+ in Europe), or
wirelessly stream Internet radio stations from a Bluetooth-enabled smartphone, tablet or laptop. Other audio sources connect via the 3.5 mm line
input.
U.S. retailers include outlets like Crate and Barrel and Design Within
Reach.
Info: vvww.genevalab.com
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COMPLETE REMOTE STUDIO ON TWO WHEELS
We are pretty

All audio was

sure this is a

fed to aComrex

first - an open-air

ACCESS Portable,

moving studio

complete with

broadcast on two

optional mixer,

wheels ( well, six,

which Dan used

technically).

to mix the live
on- air feed as the trio traversed the winding roads of

Dan Jackson, engineer for 92.9 FM in Perth, Australia

Perth. How did it all work out? Absolutely flawlessly - the show

was faced with a unique challenge. Breakfast hosts Paul Hogan

went on without as much as aspeed bump!

and Lisa Fernandez would be cycling for hours in strong winds

ACCESS Portable lets you send studio- quality live audio, real

and pouring rain as part of the 92.9 Kids Appeal for Telethon.

time over IP using 3G, 4G, Wi Fi, BGANNSAT, PSTN or DSL to

The unique solution was to equip Dan's bike as a mobile

make any remote broadcast really stand out. Connect with your

production facility. The talent wore wireless mics AND in-

audience from anywhere, live, with the easy to use, handheld

the-ear monitors which communicated with receivers and

ACCESS Portable!

transmitters in a rack bag on Dan's bike.
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How About aLittle Bathroom Humor?
A reflection on the special role that the 'john' plays in the life of astation

RADIOHUMOR
BY JOE E. LASMANE
Warning: If you're just about to sit
down to your morning breakfast burnto/bagel sandwich or maybe that noontime Whopper/Big Mac, you might want
to go to another page and save this for
later reading.
Years ago Iattended aconcert featuring awell-known female vocalist. Early
in the performance, she attempted to
get the crowd to warm up to her by confiding that as a little girl, she'd firmly
believed that the queen didn't have to
pee. Now that she was all grown up, she
admitted it was likely that even royalty
had to relieve themselves from time to
time.
Then she told us that before each live
performance, she herself developed a
nervous stomach and regurgitated her
food — way too much information, even
in this enlightened age.
The bottom line was that, no matter
what her fans might think, both she and
the royal family were only human. "The
queen really pees, and Ithrow up."
Well, broadcast people — boss jocks,
engineers, you name 'em — are human,
too. No matter what people listening
to their radios might think, we have to
make atrip to the "john" every once in
awhile too.
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room, with the PD or manager on the
other end.)
One of my favorite bathroom songs
was Richard Harris' "MacArthur Park."
It ran for a full 7 minutes 21 seconds,
more than twice the length of the average record, giving you plenty of time to
do what you had to do. ( The song was so
long that some stations created an edited
version to fit their formats.)
Another great one
was
Don
McLean's "American Pie" at 8:36. The
Beatles had several hits that played
well for their friends in need: "Yellow
Submarine" at 6:38, "Hey Jude" at 7:11
and "Revolution," which clocked in at
8:22, agreat bathroom record.
"Nights in White Satin" by the
Moody Blues was a good one to track
if you had to leave the control room. As
Irecall, the album version ran well over
7minutes.

Others from that general period —
though not quite so long — were Bobbie
Gentry's "Ode to Billie Joe" (4:15),
Procol Harum's "A Whiter Shade of
Pale" (4:05) and Frank Sinatra's " It Was
a Very Good Year" (4:25). We could
drop in "oldies," but the PD dared anyone to track an album — ever!
Imentioned to ayounger buddy that
I was trying to put together a list of
bathroom records and he offered up
"November Rain" by Guns ' N Roses, at
8:57, but that was in the '90s and Iwas
long out of jocking by then.
Isuppose that the all-time best bathroom song back in the swinging '60s
was Iron Butterfly's "In-AGaddaDaVida," which ran well over 17 minutes.
Of course, if Ihad put that on the turntable, I'd have been fired.
I'm sure we all have our own stories
about trips to the john in various broad-

cast facilities. Now that I'm approaching
the autumn of arather mediocre career,
at least a couple stand out among my
memories.
NO AFTER-HOURS TOURS, PLEASE!
Iwas doing agig at atop-40 station
in a building that had been built back
in the "golden days" of radio. It had big
studios where actors and sound effects
people could play to "the theatre of the
mind" or where a 40-piece orchestra
could spread out and play live music.
Everything in the building was connected by a very long "L"-shaped hallway
that wrapped around the studios, which
were by that time mostly unused.
The lobby was at the top of the " L"
and the elevated control room, designed
to overlook the studios, was at the other
end of the "L." You can guess where
the bathrooms were: yep, in the lobby
area, about as far away from the CR as
you could get. Even with a brisk walk
it took over aminute to get from board
to potty.
Iworked along evening shift (5p.m.
until signoff, which could be at 1:30

DROVE MY CHEVY TO THE LEVEE ...
If you worked in the radio business
before everything was canned or satellite-delivered from some remote studio located God-knows-where, you may
remember the term "bathroom record."
No, this was not some kind of recognition for the person who stayed on the
throne the longest. Bathroom records
were the lengthy recordings you cued
up when you felt the need to head for the
sandbox and didn't want to risk hearing
the hall monitor going "whsk, whsk,
whsk" before you finished your business. ( If this did happen, the beehive
light over the phone usually was flashing when you got back to the control

composite by Davis White
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a.m. or later) and even though Ididn't
want to be that far from the turntables, I
usually needed to take at least one walk
per shift.
My solitary bathroom break usually
came a couple of hours into my shift.
Because Iwas the only one there, I'd
leave the john door open to hasten my
return to the CR. This also made it
easier to hear the lobby speaker in case
arecord got stuck.
"MacArthur Park" was riding high
in the charts and had become my bathroom song of choice. One evening about
9 p.m., I had done my business and
was getting ready to pull up trou and
head back to the control room. Richard
Harris was crooning about the cake
left out in the rain and the sweet green
icing flowing down and Ithought all
was well.
Then Iheard the front door open, and
before Icould rearrange my clothes, the
formerly dark lobby was ablaze in light
and several people of both sexes were
entering. There was the sales manager,
his wife and two other couples — probably big advertisers. The sales manager
was slurring his words but saying something about going to the control room
and meeting the "boss jock."
By then all eyes were riveted on me.
There Iwas, in a most awkward position, with ahand full of TP. All Icould

FEATURES
do was kick the door closed and hope
they'd be elsewhere when Ihad to dash
back down the hall before the record
ended.
Thankfully, Iheard the manager say
something about how maybe this tour
hadn't been such a good idea and how
he'd have to speak to the janitorial service about their indiscreet cleaning crew.
TOILET PAPERITELETYPE PAPER
The physical location of another john
sticks in my mind. The little AM station
Iworked for was in an old house out
near the edge of town. It was a shoestring operation, with physical space
at apremium. This little house had not
been designed to accommodate atransmitter, studio, control room and various
offices.
To keep the noise from the AP
Teletype from reaching the control
room, the station had faced a choice
between putting the banging, clanging
machine outside the manager's office
or in the solitary one-holer bathroom.
Despite protests from several of us who
had to rip and read the news, the john
location won out.
Now this really wouldn't have all that
bad except for one overweight salesman
named "Fred" who, several times aday,
delighted in heading to the john with
a pack of Camels and the funnies, or

maybe the latest copy of Broadcasting.
Of course, when it came time to pull
the latest set of headlines or five-minute
summary off the Teletype, you can
guess where Fred was.
You basically had two choices:
Knock on the bathroom door and ask
Fred to rip off the last 10 feet of fanfold
and shove it under door (he was not
known for washing his hands), or just
go back to the CR and read the last news
summary that happened to be there.
Unbeknownst to everyone, Fred at
one point removed the bell from the
machine because the noise bothered
him. It was only after we missed the
news about the JFK assassination by
nearly two hours that the manager
relented and put the AP machine out in
plain view in the hallway. He eventually
got used to the noise.

AMOST UNUSUAL MEN'S ROOM
I'll leave you with just one more
radio station bathroom story, one that
didn't happen to me but to achief engineer buddy.
Seems that the day after the station's
Christmas party, alot of staff called in
sick. You guessed it; stomach virus —
probably from something the trade-out
restaurant had served the night before.
Over the next couple days, even those
who'd missed the party were laid low.
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Of course the "show had to go on,"
and it's always the engineer who has
to hang in there and keep it running.
(Management told us it's 'cause we
made the really big bucks.)
Anyway, as sick as Charlie was, he
dragged himself in and segged spots,
jingles and records. (The big boss told
him not to try and talk. Ratings were
bad enough as it was.)
This was one long-running bug, no
pun intended; but Charlie stayed on
the job. I think they promised him
a trip to Mexico for his dedication.
By the time things finally returned to
normal, Charlie had done some engineering work that set that station apart
from everyone else in the market or,
for that matter, any other radio station
in the country. Or maybe I'm wrong.
Does anyone know of any other station equipped with turntables and cart
machines that could be remote started
from the men's room toilet stall?
Hello, Guinness World Records
people!
Joe E. Lasmane is a retired broadcast engineer and one-time "boss jock"
who spent the better part of his career
during broadcasting's "Golden Age"
(no computers, microprocessors or digital audio). In aprevious story he examined the lighter side of hazmat.

Great for radio studios that are on camera
Ideal for studios that require non-restricted eye contact
Creates acleaner studio look
www.studioitems.com
( 815) 669-2070
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Key Elements to aMarketing Plan
Ring in the New Year with astrategy suited for 2013
1was asked recently to evaluate a
so-called "marketing opportunity" for
a client. It concerned a proposal from
acompany that sells billboard signage.
The client wanted to know if the price
structure was within the range of what
I've seen for similar outdoor units. They

goal, you have no way of adjusting your
tactics.
The tactical discussion is the most
complicated and time-consuming part
of the annual marketing process. The
budget often determines what media
youIl utilize.

Whether these are billboard ads, TV
spots, Web banners, direct mail pieces,
facebook ads, SMS text messages —
you name it, they need to be tested.
Don't spend $ 100,000 on media placement, $20,000 on creative and nothing
on testing!

1111111M1•111111111111111MIIIIMM

If you're operating on the cheap, at
least have a panel of outsiders view
the creative and ask them simply to
tell you what it means. It's astounding,
for example, just how many poorly
designed bus ads there are on the streets.
Unfortunately, decision-makers typically view these on acomputer screen, so
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Mark Lapidus
lot of money with your station. While I
have had great success in hiring asuggested favorite, that move does come
with a certain degree of politics and
compromise.
So what about the "no-budget" plan?

also wanted my opinion on the effectiveness of rotational electronic outdoor
signage.
One of the billboards they were considering carried full-motion graphics

iStockphotoNitaliy Yatskin

but was extremely expensive at 100 percent rotation, so the signage company
recommended it be shared with other
advertisers.
So ... what did Ithink?
My answer was alitany of questions
designed to put my client's rush to buy
on hold (temporarily).
Ibegan by asking whether this was a
cold call from the marketing company.
Yes, it was. Iasked if the station had
been looking to buy outdoor advertising.
They hadn't. Iasked if they had abudget
and an annual marketing plan. They
didn't. Iasked if Icould come in for a
visit to discuss strategy. Sure!
I was glad they called. Not just
because Ineeded another client, though
that's always nice, but because they had
realized that it's always better to be proactive rather than reactive. When stations spend time reacting to incoming
marketing pitches instead of determining what they need to do to accomplish
real goals first ( i.e., setting amarketing
plan), they are less likely to succeed.

TACTICS
Since we've got a bright new year
ahead of us, let's look at the key elements to starting your marketing plan
for 2013.
The marketing plan starts with abudget. Even if your company is unwilling
to allocate any marketing funds, at least
you're admitting you've got zero dollars
to work with. And you still want aplan.
It will be a different plan, to be sure,
but even a station without a marketing
budget must put one in place.
Next you need a marketing goal.
Perhaps you'd like to raise your target
demo ratings by 20 percent, or maybe
grow unique visitors to your website by
40 percent or boost your Twitter followers by 80 percent.
Timeframe is important and goals
become more realistic when calculated
by quarter rather than by year. It's fine
to have both; but if you wait until the
end of the year to measure against your

Don't spend
$100,000 on media
placement, $ 20,000 on
creative and nothing on
testing!
For example, if you'd like to do television advertising but can't afford the
frequency needed to reach the majority
of your target audience effectively, you
will waste what little funds you do have
without even driving aresult. It may be
much more cost-effective to be on every
outdoor billboard and bus in town to
reach the largest possible target.
Next, repeat after me: Creative needs
to be tested.

every little detail is easy to read.
Take that same creative, blow it up on
the side of a bus and very often you'll
find the ad can't be seen from further
away than five feet. And then there's so
much text that when the bus blows by
aviewer at 20 mph, the message is too
complex to process. If possible, allow
your test panel to visualize the ad the
way it will manifest in real life.
Without an in-house expert, large
stations often need a media agency to
help with placement and rate negotiation. Your sales manager likely will
advocate using an agency that spends a

This requires the most effort and creativity, and relies on strong, close relationships. Whether TV stations, outdoor
companies or websites, there are outlets
in every market that will work with you.
With today's smaller staffs, the challenge is finding the right person at your
station or cluster who can drive this
effort. It may be asales person who is
paid acommission on trades.
Once in place, a "no-budget" plan
still requires great care in terms of
developing goals, timeframe and testing. Next time you find yourself excited
by an unsolicited marketing proposal,
consider: While your heart is in the
right place, you must now commit to
developing and sticking to an annual
marketing plan.
The author is president of Lapidus
Media and a longtime contributor to
Radio World.
verizon.net.

Email marklapiduse
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MEET AXIA'S NEW, SvALLER IP CONSOLES.
THEY'RE BIG WHERE IT COUNTS.

Plastic labels? Not on
these consoles. High-rez
OLED displays on each
channel tell talent exactly
what source is assigned.

Just apush on the Options
knob lets board ops assign
new sources, adjust gain trim,
source EQ and more.

Razor-sharp OLED
Program meter with overload warning. VU or PPM ballistics? The choice is yours.
•

e

Inside this 2RU chassis beats
the heart of agiant, with power
to run two RAQ or DESQ consoles. Or maybe one of each?
It's okay, we don't judge.

Q0R.16 console engine
doesn't just look cool - it
stays cool thanks to
beefy heat- sinks and
fanless design.

Built-in Ethernet switch lets
you easily network devices
and studios. Plenty of professional, balanced analog. AES
and Livewire I/O, too.

Can asuper- duty, highperformance rotary gain
control still be called a
fader? just don't call it a
"pot" - that's old tech.

•
•

•

•

Avionics- grade switches
with LED lighting.

•
Four Show Profiles for
instant recall of console
configurations. Try that
on aPA mixer.

e
Machined- aluminum work
surfaces are made tough,
to stand up to what jocks
dish out.

Rugged, built-in, auto ranging power supply.
No line lumps or wall warts on Axia gear.

•
Event timer
has manual and
auto- reset options.
•

Smooth 100mm.
premium faders are
side- loading to foil
dirt and debris.

•
•
OLED channel
displays have an
audio confidence
meter, too.

Time- of - day clock
can slave to your
NTP server.

•
Four- position monitor
selector lets you switch
between Program or
External monitor feeds
on the fly.

•
Onboard headphone
control with Preview
option. Cheesy outboard
amps need not apply.

The more you saw, the more convinced you were that IP consoles made sense for

the reporters can send their finished stories right to the studio. And BESO is perfect for

your station. Problem was, you had small spaces to work in. Some behemoth board

the auxiliary production rooms.

that looks like a ' 78 Oldsmobile just wouldn't fit. But there was no way you'd settle
for some cheap plastic PA mixer that looked like a refugee from the church basement. " Wouldn't it be great," you thought, " if someone made an IP console that
didn't take up awhole room?"

But what sealed the deal was finding out you could run two RAQ or BESO consoles
with just one Axia Q0R.16 mixing engine — you know, the one with all of the audio I/O,
the power supply and the Ethernet switch built in. That brought the cost down so low
that when you told your GM the price, he actually didn't swear at you ( for once). Make

Then you saw the new RAQ and BESO consoles from Axia, and your problems were

another decision like this, and you might just be changing the sign on your door from

solved. With the power and features of abig console, but minus the ginormous space

"Chief Engineer" to " Genius."

requirements. RAQ will drop right into those turrets in your news station's bullpen -

AxiaAudio.com/RAQ

Available in the U.S. from BGS: ( 352) 622-7700

AxiaAudio.com/DESQ
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Dont U Make These Mistake's

in business. And why? Because most
people make mistakes in English!
That doesn't mean you and Ihave to
do so. But we can't fix something if we
don't recognize it as broken. So let's look
at some of the most common errors, with
a view toward eliminating them in our
advertising and correspondence.

Pro communicators have no excuse for sloppy spelling and bad grammar

'SALES
BY ROD SCHVVARTZ
Working in radio, anon-visual medium, does not give us license to trash the
written English language.
After all, we're supposed to be professional communicators, right? We
radio folks may find it easier to hide our
misspellings, grammatical and punctuation errors behind amicrophone; but
sooner or later they're bound to be a
source of embarrassment.
I was an English major in college,
aspiring to be ateacher. Iended up in
advertising — go figure.
Mind you, I'm not complaining.
Advertising and marketing involve a
great deal of reading and writing, consulting and coaching. So it's not all that
far removed from teaching. Ijust work
in adifferent kind of classroom.
Reason Imention the English major
thing is because I'm going to climb up
on my soapbox and rant abit.
About grammar.
And spelling.
And punctuation.

'THEIR YOU GO AGAIN'
Whether you're creating sales presentation materials, corresponding with
advertising prospects or clients, writing
anewsletter or blog, etc., you're investing time and effort to build your credibility and career. Sloppiness in this
area can have unintended consequences,
leaving your reader with apoor impression of you.
Ihappen to live in a college town,
where one might reasonably expect to
find ahigher level of education among

its citizens, or at least a proclivity for
maintaining high standards in communication in our mother tongue.
One had better be prepared for disappointment.

NOTICE
With astonishing frequency I see
newspaper headlines, articles and advertisements (created by the newspaper's
own employees), reader board signs on
businesses, posters on bulletin boards,
business cards, brochures, newsletters
and professional correspondence — you
name it — rife with errors in spelling,
punctuation, grammar and syntax.
The widespread use of texting and
email has fostered a tendency toward
sloppiness, the former through its use
of abominable abbreviations ("Hpe UR
w/me on ths, K?") and the latter by its
disdain for proper punctuation, e.g., the
lack of capital letters at the beginning of
sentences and of periods when bringing
that sentence to afull stop.
Instead, we like just run our thoughts
together kind of like this and ihope you're
following what i'm sayin OK because i
havent got alot of time to be treating this
like aletter imean after all its just email
right? hey see you later 'K? bye
Ugh.
Should an email, particularly abusiness email, be accorded the same treatment as a conventional letter, typed or

Find us on FACEBOOK for asteady st earn of SALES TIPS, HOT LEADS, COOT IDEAS and
CREATIVE RESOURCES to help YOU sell more advertising (and YOUR ADVERTISERS sell more stuff)!

Sound Ideas
for Building Businessem
Radio Features You Can Sell.

Sell Rodio?
Join the crowd.

:30i:60 see. - FREE DEMOS!

GraceBroadcast.com

IN ITS vs. IT'S
It's is acontraction of "it is," whereas its is the possessive form of the
neuter pronoun. If in doubt, remember
that there should be consistency with its
masculine and feminine counterparts.
Think: "his, hers, its," or "he's, she's,
it's." See how nicely they fit?

Spelling and grammar matter. Our work in
advertising and marketing involves agreat deal of reading
and writing, consulting and coaching.

STATION SERVICES
In

hand-written?
Absolutely.
Should a blog post be checked for
spelling, grammar and punctuation
before sending it into the ether?

RadioSalesCofe.com

ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

Of course.
Should your tweets and Facebook
posts convey the same conscientiousness as your other communications?
Yes, if your personal brand is that of
aprofessional communicator.

'PEOPLE JUDGE YOU BY
THE WORDS YOU USE'
Do you recall hearing the radio spot
for a learning product called Verbal
Advantage? It began: "People do judge
you by the words you use." Why?
Because it's true. They do.
The famous direct response copywriter Maxwell Sackheim made a fortune selling the mail-order Sherwin
Cody English Course through clever
newspaper and magazine ads that
grabbed readers with the headline: "Do
You Make These Mistakes in English?"
Considered one of the top advertising campaigns of all time, the Sherwin
Cody ad ran ( largely unchanged) for
more than 40 years, because it pulled
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GUARDIAN'S
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CONFUSING POSSESSIVES
WITH PLURALS
Don't abuse the apostrophe.
This is a close relative of the previous problem. I alluded to it in the
title of this article, writing "Mistake's"
instead of "Mistakes." This problem is
so pervasive there are websites (e.g.,
www.apostropheabuse.com) dedicated
to exposing it. This more than any other
error in punctuation makes the offender
look like ... well, ahick. There, Isaid it.
I'm sorry. But it's true.
Honestly, if this needs further explanation, aclass in remedial English may

WHO'SBUYINGWHAT
Elenos recently sold four Indium transmitters to stations in Michigan,
Texas and Virginia. WGRQ(FM) in Fredericksburg, Va., has installed anew
Elenos ETG 5000, Indium series 5kW transmitter to use as its main transmitter. WBMI(FM) in West Branch, Mich., just purchased a 1kW Elenos Indium
ETG 1000 Elenos transmitter, also to be used as its main transmitter. Tejas
Broadcasting in Amarillo, Texas, has purchased anew Elenos 2kW ETG 2000,
Indium series. The company's Corpus Christi, Texas, location also chose the
same model.
Barix AG is helping Allen Temple Baptist Church in Oakland, Calif. stream its
Sunday services to radio station 1640 KDIA(AM) using audio over IP.
Participants in India's digital radio project call it the world's largest digital
radio deployment, and now Nautel said it has won an order for six 300 kW medium-wave transmitters from public broadcaster Prasar Bharati, part of the organization's upgrade of its All India Radio facilities to DRM30 digital broadcasting.
Also from Nautel, WAYZ(FM) ( Hagerstown, Md.) purchased an M-1 digital
mic processor through dealer SCMS. KFMK(FM) (Austin, Texas) purchased an
M-1 digital voice processor. Casa Media Partners (California) ordered aVorsis
AirAura digital spectral processor. Beasley Broadcast ( Fayetteville,N.C.) purchased two M-2 voice processors. And WHIZ(FM/TV) (Zanesville, Ohio)
purchased two M-2 voice processors through dealer BSW.
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I'd known about it," Iwant to throttle
the person who wrote it, bless her heart.
Need Isay more?

Therefore, it is incorrect to say that
something is "more unique" or "one of
the most unique ..."

CC4 DIFFERENT THAN vs.
DIFFERENT FROM
This will be abone of contention in
some quarters but Iside with the purists.
Technically, one thing differs FROM
another. It does not differ THAN another. Therefore, my opinion will be different from the opinions of others who
don't see the problem.

IA JUST IN CASE,
NO MIXED CASES
When used as the subjects of asentence, personal pronouns are "he,"
"she," "L" "we" and "they."
When used as objects, direct or indirect, they are "him," "her," "me," "us"
and "them."
Be careful, if combining pronouns in
asentence, to keep the cases consistent.
For example, you might be inclined to
say, "They're going to meet Sheila and I
after work." But it should be "Sheila and
me." Nor should we say "Me and Sheila
are going there after work."
An easy technique to avoid these
mistakes: Leave Sheila out of it.
You wouldn't say, "They're going to
meet I after work" or "Me am going
there after work." It sounds stupid.
Adding "Sheila and" to the sentence
won't make it any less so.
We say "They're going to meet me
after work" or "Iam going there after
work." You can insert "Sheila and," and
these will still be right.

be worth considering.
(IN, THERE, THEIR, THEY'RE
One's a place, one's a possessive,
one's a contraction. No reason to confuse or misuse them.
CN ACCEPT vs. EXCEPT
The former means to take; the latter
means to leave out. Accept no exceptions.
(e% AFFECT vs. EFFECT
When used as verbs, the former
means to influence, the latter to bring
about a result. Both also can be nouns
with distinct meanings of which you
should be aware.
My words may affect your next blog
post but their effect remains to be seen.
IN PRINCIPAL vs. PRINCIPLE
Principal means main or first in
importance; principal is also the title
given to heads of schools or business
partnerships; it can also have afinancial
meaning. Principle is arule, proposition
or governing belief.
[IN OF vs. HAVE
Iwould have preferred not to bring
this up, but whenever Isee something
like "Iwould of come to your party if

IN PHRASEOLOGY 101
Beware mangled and misconstrued
expressions:
It's "one and the same" rather
than "one in the same."
Say "by and large" not "by in large"
(although if you're giving somebody
shopping instructions, as for clothing,
"buy in large" might fly).
"For all intents and purposes" is
correct; notice the symmetry between
intent and purpose. There's no such
thing as an intensive purpose. So please
don't say "for all intensive purposes,"
okay?
"Unique" means "one of a kind."
Literally (another much misconstrued
word). Unique is not a comparative. It
is not a superlative. It is an absolute.

when Isit down to write. Some, like
my 30-year-old "Songwriter's Rhyming
Dictionary" (which, after the 1987 fire
that gutted the radio station, I had
rebound) might not be useful to you
unless you are writing poetry or aradio
commercial.
But Ican recommend without hesitation two excellent and accessible volumes:
"Eats Shoots & Leaves" by Lynne
Truss is an engaging read and avaluable
guide to proper punctuation.
"Common Errors in English Usage"
by Paul Brians, a former Pullman
resident and Professor of English at
Washington State University, is a gem.
It will enable you to avoid the most
common pitfalls in spelling, grammar,
pronunciation and usage.
Words, whether spoken or written,
are the currency of communication.
Invest them wisely; spend them well.
Rod Schwartz, a 40-year radio
advertising sales veteran, is owner and
creative director of Grace Broadcast
Sales, afirm providing short-form syndicated radio features, and an administrator at RadioSalesCafe.com, a
specialized networking site for radio
advertising sales professionals. Reach
out to Rod: rodegracebroadcast.com.

FOR FURTHER REFERENCE
Ikeep quite afew resources on hand

new
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NEWS:
.Efficiency up to 84%

SERIES:

.¡FI Screen & Touch Keyboard

•
EM 1500

•
EM 10000

EM 3000

EM 12000

•
EM 6000

•
EM 24000

.Consumption optimization & noise decrease by means of the speed control of cooling fans
•Remote control & Telemetry
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CAST

3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112 • Miami, FL — 33122 USA wApAumb.com
Pol. lad. Centrovío

C/Poraguoy, 6 ( La Muelo) • 50198 Zaragoza ( Spain)
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Small Mixers Do Pack aPunch
Wherein the Warrior cogitates on the role
of small mixers in the arsenal of news tools

I RADIO ROAD
WARRIOR
'

Columi. are archived al radioworld.com

BY PAUL KAMINSKI
In the past few years, I've seen fewer
and fewer ( if any) mixers in the field
in most ad hoc news situations. The
prevalence of laptop/netbook/smartphone audio editing programs and
increased availability of mobile broadband and other Internet portals makes
the mechanics of editing, producing and
transmitting aready-for-air news report
as simple as aclick of the keys.
However, when those reports turn
into live originations, as they sometimes

do, you need more audio
inputs than the single jack on
the laptop and smartphone,
and you need the ability to
mix those multiple inputs in
real time. That's why asmall
mixer should be in the inventory of every news department or radio engineer's
emergency kit.
For this column I'm defining asmall mixer as adevice
that will mix at least twoto- 12 microphone and line
level audio sources. It can be
powered by line or battery
power. When I came into
the business back in the late
'60s, the utilitarian Shure

See my review of the RemoteMix One
in the Nov. 7,2012 issue of Radio World.
All of those will help your news
people and broadcasters in the
field produce reports and programming with audio quality
that complements the production values of those reports.
But when water is running over the door sills to
your newsroom/studio, and
your station needs to get back
on the air to provide information that can save lives,
you need options — and fast.
That's how asmall mixer —
an Alesis MultiMix 8 USB
in this instance — helped
the listeners of WEBO(AM/
FM) in Owego, N.Y., hear
that information, during the
N.Y. State Senator Thomas Libous ( Left) and N.Y. State
aftermath of Tropical Storm
Assemblyman Gary Finch inside WEBO's temporary studio in
Lee last year.
the aftermath of Tropical Storm Lee. The small Alesis MultiMix
WEBO's President and
8USB at the bottom of the picture was the go-to mixer for this
General
Manager
Dave
broadcast.

UCDWORLD

TICIIHOLOGV
Sponsored by

F.Len.yez

The WEBO on-air
and engineering
teams work from
the station's
emergency remote
on-air studio
(a borrowed
RV) during the
aftermath of
flooding from Lee
in September 2011.

M67 mixer was the standard, and it is
still being used today.
INTERFACE

nautei

Ihave alow serial number JK Audio
RemoteMix Sport which I'll take with
me if Ineed to mix two mics and audio.
It can feed adial-up phone line ( Rill),
a handset interface and, with the right
connecting cords, acellphone, codee or
broadcast loop. The unit has a built-in
phone line limiter and runs on both AC
line and 9 volt battery power. My older
unit uses a Daptor Three to interface
with Bluetooth applications. The newest version RemoteMix 3.5 has built-in
interfaces for acellphone (wired), and for

A Special eBook Supplement
to Radio World

Get your FREE copy here:
www.radioworld.com/ebooks

connection via phone-grade Bluetooth,
as well as the legacy RJ-11, handset and
codee connection capability.
Codecs from manufacturers such as
Comrex, Tieline, AEQ and others have
built-hi mixing capability to keep the
loads light but versatile. So, too, are
the two-input (mic and line) dedicated
cellphone interfaces like the Conex Flip
Jack and the JK Audio RemoteMix One.

Radigan had to evacuate the main studio location and equipment, and at the
same time re-establish operations from
the station's transmitter site in arecreational vehicle. "Our survival instincts
kicked in. We were smart to grab whatever equipment we could when we evacuated," he says of the event.
The MultiMix 8 USB, with three
handheld microphones, was hardwired
into the AM audio processor, and its
audio traveled on atwisted copper pair to
ajunction box on atelephone pole at the
transmitter site. An unused underground
wire pair carried the audio into the transmitter building, and was hardwired into
the transmitter's audio input. Radigan
said, "No audio connectors were used;
none were available, other , than the XLR
coming out of the processor. From there,
it was copper pair wire, twisted together
enough times to keep them (the pairs)
from coming apart, and in some cases,
covered with electrical tape."
This primitive setup would allow
WEBO to broadcast information released
by public safety officials, and reports

January 2. 2013
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with information from amateur radio operators who
themselves set up temporary operations at the high
ground of the transmitter site.
town, county and state elected officials
used WEBO to reach out to people in the area. After
the flood, when the local weekly and daily newspapers couldn't publish, or gather news because of the
flooding, businesses relied on WEBO commercials
to let the people in Owego know which stores were
open and where to get supplies.
The constant in this business is that nothing is
constant, and your normal everyday operations can
be disrupted in seconds. Backup plans are best formulated before they need to be executed: operators
and ( where still active) news departments do need
backup equipment like those small mixers available.
Equipment in a backup kit does not have to be
new stock. Reconditioned items can work well, once
tested for operational reliability, and keep the project
under a budget. Once a backup kit is assembled.
managers, engineers and news people must resist the
temptation to cannibalize the kit for other uses.
While we don't need the capability to mix a live
band on anews job. the small mixer — whether builtin or standalone — can help us tell our stories a bit
more easily. Spending less time on the mechanics of
the production and transmission means we can spend
more time on producing the compelling content our
listeners and advertisers appreciate and expect —
whether that content is produced under " routine - or
emergency situations.
Do you have a topic or question you'd like to
see mentioned in a future Radio Road Warrior
Column? Our editors always welcome suggestions
(radioworld(nbmedia.com) as do I at motorsports
radio@ msrpk.com. You can even tweet them to nie
(Twitter.comiMSRnet).
Pan/ Kaminski is the news director for the Motor
Sports Radio Network, a contributor and free-lance
reporter or CBS News, Radio and since /997, a
contributor and columnist fin -Radio World. Fol/oit
him on Twitter at Twitter.comIMSRnet.

and as the signal through made its way through the
compressor, pop music history was made.
The LMC-1 plug-in retains the simple operation

IFR EESOFTWARE
From the Bowels of SSL

of the original, offering just three controls. There's
input and output trim, and abig " Less/More" knob.
It doesn't get much simpler. And,
yes, it will squash the daylights out

U.K.-based Solid State Logic has a
well- deserved reputation for building large-format recording consoles,
both analog and digital. Over the
last decade they've jumped into the
digital end of the pool with aseries
of interfaces and other outboard
devices for broadcast and music production. Naturally, they've expanded
into offering digital software emulations of some of their famous hardware designs, such as their legendary
stereo buss compressor, as well as
channel strips and reverbs.

of anything you run through it. On
acomplete mix, it sounds very much
like overdone airchain processing; but
it's good for helping avocal track or
snare drum cut through amix.
Next up is the X- ISM. At first
blush, this is aglorified level meter,
but it goes abit further in dissectSolid State Logic Listen Mic
Compressor

Somewhat hidden in the bowels
of their website are acouple free VST
plug- ins that offer ataste of SSL technology, but without the SSL price tag.
First up is the LMC-1. This very
simple mono compressor plug-in is

X- ISM
eMMRIIIIIM111111
..
• •

ing your digital audio. Its first job
is to catch intersample peaks in
digital audio that can sometimes be
missed by traditional peak meters.
Intersample peaks occur when the
analog signal experiences a peak

that fits neatly between digital samples. These can cause clipping without registering on the meters. Not
only does it include the traditional
modeled after an obscure feature
peak meter, it also offers separate
of their famous SL4000E console. In
digital and analog peak indicators
Cl•
addition to having compressors and
on each channel. Going further, the
5c:did State Logic X- ISM
gates on each input channel, the
X- ISM includes a peak bit meter,
console also had adedicated " Listen
showing all available bits up to 24
Mic Compressor" on atalkback return for musicians
and indicating how many are actually being used at
in the studio to talk to the engineer in the control
agiven moment.
room via adedicated mic. The heavy compression
Both plug- ins are, as mentioned, absolutely free.
allowed musicians far from the mic to still be heard.
Registration at the SSL website is required to access
The compressor had fixed attack and release settings
them, but that's free as well. There are Windows
and Mac versions, and they work with just about any
and asimple " less/more" compression control.
This feature found anew use when engineer/producer Hugh Padgham was working on Phil Collins'
hit single " In the Air Tonight." Phil happened to play
adrum fill that was picked up by the " listen mic"

DAW that uses VST, AU or RTAS plug- ins.
Info: www.solidstatelogic.com/music/section_
free _ plug-ins.asp
— Curt Yengst
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WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW-S

Price $590.00
Featuring the Highest Quality / Lowest Cost

FCC Certified LPFM TRIANSIVIITTERS

on the Planet!

LPFIN Planet is brought to you by the good people at:

PROGRESSIVE CONCEPTS

300 S BARTLETT R0.. SITREAMW000. IL 60107
EMAIL: salesaprogressIvo-conceipts.com
PHONE: 630./36.9822
FAX: 630. / 36.03b3

Sensitivity .28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting. All
seven frequencies. SAME decoding demutes
receiver, closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm
rear terminals. Another set of rear terminals has
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in first IF.,
ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate MOS FET
front end. 50 ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel
(±25 kHz) down to 70 dB. 19" rack mount, 1.75" H,
all metal enclosure. In stock — available for
immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898
wvnugonnan-iedlich.comlimg@gormanredlich.com
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Submit your listings to: dcarson@nbmedia.com

CONSULTANTS

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source

•

For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment

Doug Vernier

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

Trace gggggg » Indention coo.ot

Consulting Communications Engineers

Serving Broadcasters

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.
7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore

MD 21220

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com

and workers must be insured
to standard limits. Tower is
located at Orton Plantation
in Brunswick County, North
Carolina near Southport, NC.
Contact Paul Knight at paul.k@
me.com or call 910-262-1570.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)

651-784-7445

•AM/FM/NCE Applications
•Allocation and Upgrade Studies

•Tower Detuning

•Pre- Purchase Inspections

•Intermodulation Studies

•ANSI and NRSC Measurements

•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

E-mail: infoPowleng.com

TOadca
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For more
information, ask
David at 212-378-0400 x511
dcarson Cenbmedia.com
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Mullaney
l',rigineering, Inc.
Member RECCE

•AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments
Fax ( 651)784-7541

ACOUSTICS

Since1948

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg MD 20817
0011921-0115
FaxI3011590-9757
mullaneyternulleng(corn

' Mi whir Al-CCF"

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.,
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Tull Survicu In,,,, Allotulion I,,
Operatk. ANI/FMTIN7A1 X St:Evict-A
Vidal Work:A.11011U and
Ihragn
Ore,' 45 rears engineering
and conSidting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.com

•Radio and television licilit
coverage predictions. upgrade
studies, and facility design
•FCC application preparation

.contact Clarence M. Beverage

ANTENNAS/

FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS

AM & FM Tower Signs
Tower Registration Signs
Standard & Custom Wording

Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION

Guy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags

EQUIPMENT

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com

WANT TO SELL

E-mail us for afree PDF catalog
610-458-8418 wynv.antennalD.corn

WANT TO SELL
600' Stainless, 42" face,
broadcast tower, built in
1988 and maintained very
well, in use now supporting
5 FM station antennas. Will
be available to dismantle and
move in August 2013. Make
a reasonable offer of a cash
purchase. Buyer will be responsible for the cost of dismantling
and transportation. Tower crew

'131
'ffltti

vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.

It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the

mi

WANT TO BUY
Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS

MISCELLANEOUS

ROTRON

BLOWERS AND

PLATE

BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
;Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,

NE 68164 402-493-1886

Email

ICGoodrichetconl.com

WANT TO SELL
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speak-

Vr

c,ft

xsoAlasaleacarsasereuram

oftware for your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

K111
EP\VIIILL.1•1111,1

Laura M. Mizrahi

-1),

-- Communications
Technologies, Inc.

ci
I
OH 0

8-HY ') 85 110 -roomier, Isrf.ortin

WANT TO BUY
TOWERS/CABLES

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TVILPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Ikessierandgehman.com

ers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035.

KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at row/tanre
yahoo.com.

2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.

Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Wi!lie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like

Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, adiscussion of women's

104 11101

Are you a small market station needing a
good nuts & bolts engineer in the Los Angeles
area? Iwill make your station shine! CET, fully
FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Part-time/Contract
work. Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff,
909-446-6820, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate
racing writer/talk show host Adam Amick
is available for shows, correspondent, features,
etc. Check out www.bleacherreport.com
for
samples. Call 214-384-5812 or email: adam@
rubbinsracingshow.com.
Dream of broadcasting on-air/behind scenes
and sports! Very hands-on with digital, prep,
PBP and stats. Flexible, positive attitude and

great ethics. Brandon, 972-358-0455 or mckinneyb86@yahoo.com.
Seeking employment for On-Air Personality.
Upbeat, entertaining, and very sociable. Looking
for the opportunity to share my talent with your
listeners and future listeners. Master of imaging!
trwbone@aol.com.
Experienced radio station manager seeks
new management opportunity. More than
39 years experience in radio. Ican do almost
anything given the chance. Willing to relocate. Please send your job opening details to:
radiogm@hotmail.com.
Inspired, creative, outgoing, focused enter-

tamer with apowerful voice, and sharp production/digital, (CoolEdit/ProTools) copywriting,
plus extensive computer expertise. Spontaneous,
passionate, and goal- oriented. Michael, 817760-3395 or mwfs119@gmail.com.
Relaxed, conversational on-the- air delivery, show prep, programming execution/
interviewing ability. Notable DJ, Emcee, and
promotional skills. Plus Live Club/Mix Performances. Tranette, 816-352-9637 or dance.rae@
hotmail.com.
Seeking entry level broadcasting position gathering, writing, reporting, conducting & editing sound bites and interviews,
recording station elements/imaging, and occa-

sional beat reporting; attractive on- air voice.
DelbertButler0K1@hotmail.corn.
Strong aptitude of media talents including
AudioNideo / Publishing. Proficient creative
copywriting, concepts, plus designs. Solid on- air/
news/voiceover/digital editing abilities and music
writing/producing/editing. Tina, 214-797-8338
or tinaeclark@gmail.com.
Great asset! My daily goal: to do a great
job, impress employers. Honest personal, and
excited about the media broadcasting industry. Damion, 817-401-9268 or ddburch7@
gmail.com.
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
affairs with a long promotion
far Caygill's appearance at a
local store. Anne Truax, Susanne
Caygill, running time is 13:44.
Ran, 925-284-5428 or email ronviiamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo corn.
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
American
Made
SCA
Decoders, 417-881-1846.
RECORDING &

Bill Cook, 719-

Call John at 626-355-69C9
9AM-5PM Pacific time.

Standard Short- tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.

CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.

the early 50s.
684-6010.

Se Habla Español

EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTERS/

Scfmader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in

Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

0-737-2787

1

rfpgrfparts.com

auto restore!

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM, Translators,
as well as stand-alone excRers
www.romseyelectronics.cum
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Used FM Transmitters
500
5
10
20
27.5
30

W
W
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW

2008
2000
2005
1993
2006
1988

Triodes
Tetrooes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT DARTS
Worldwide Availability
Made in U.S.A.

800 -446 -2295
In Our 36th Year'

would be clad to help you with any of your requirements.

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) '592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

CORNELLOUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Visit our Web Site at
www.eirnac corn

FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

Please visit our website,
www.lmamtv.com. for additional listings.

BE FM100C
BE FM 500C
Harris Z5CD, solid-state, unused.
Harris Platinum 10CD, solid-state
BE FM20S, solid-state
Continental 816R4, with all factory upgrades
Harris FM3OK

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry

•

I

ISO 9001 CertRied

www.radioworld.com

V Auto protect with auto soft fail 8,

ramsey

N

NEW POWER TUBES

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Televisi3n
100

760-744-0700
www.rfparts.com

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmilier

V Automatic battery backup!

Two RCA 5kW FM transmitters, BET- 5E. Can be combined to 10 kW. Continually
in service until 2009. Spare
tubes included. Make offer.

N

We Export

V 50W RF output, continuous duty!

WANT TO SELL

ri
40;
-

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping

Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.

EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

Large or small collections of
16' transcriptions or 12" transcrtptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.

RF PARTS -CO.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY

TUBES

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

=
I•••••••••..... 411 Mr.« Ité-Me•

are demon

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

5674 LI Camino keal. Soar K
Carlsbad. California 42008
1760)4384420 Fax: 17(81) 4384754
r•rnall lonl.e.avorneorn
www..urcotn.ci.n,

Contineztal eb,"eonie3

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service ou transmitting tubes &

sockets/parts, new Si reuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodrichemterprises.com.

Used AM Transmitters
2.5
5
10

KW
KW
KW

1991
1991
1991

Nautel Ampfet ND2.5, solid-state
Nautel Ampfet ND5, solid-state
Nautel Ampfet NDIO, solid-state

Please see our website for acurrent listing

Exciters &

Miscellaneous Eauiciment

Phasemaster T12,000
Bird Wattmeter with Elements
Orban Optimado 8100XT, 8100A1
BE FC30, SCA Generator
New Phase Technologies PT330D

HARRIS

nautei

RTISE- 1/DIJj2 2:21121.1)11,3Lj_dif

crown BrOPOCP5T
TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
Used FLO TV Transmitters' " Axcera
• • Rohde & Schwarz` 'Harris Maxiva
New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361
www fmamtv com • E-mail* transcom@fmamtv.com

RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR AQUOTE

ADS

GET

POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL

KS

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPEF
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOME1

-.
www.raduoworld.com
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OPINION

RADIOWORLD

READER'SFORUM
The Radio World mailbox was overflowing
with responses to Burt
Fisher's letter in the
Nov. 21 issue. This letter criticized aspects
of the amateur radio
scene. Here is some of
that feedback.

iStockphoto/Ray Roper

ONE OF THE BEST THINGS
IN MY LIFE
Iam responding to a letter posted by Burt Fisher,
chief engineer of WCCT(FM), Sandwich, Mass., in
which he misses an important aspect of amateur radio,
which is the development of many key RF communication technologies by radio amateurs.
A significant number of technical innovations in the
RF and digital communications realm were developed
by amateur radio operators, either as part of their ham
radio hobby activities or as part of their daytime jobs as
technologists for universities and corporations.
For example, many of the innovations in vacuum
technology over the past 80 years came from the
technologists at CPI/Varian/Eimac and RCA, most of
whom were amateur radio operators. Much of this technology was initially tested in amateur radio equipment.
As vacuum technology has transitioned to solidstate devices, you will also find that ahigh percentage
of the technologists working on solid-state RF amplifiers are active in ham radio and, once again, much of
the practical, early, field testing and perfecting of these

/
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devices was carried out with amateur radio equipment.
If you don't believe me, please check the links
posted at radioworld.comIlinks.
The people who rise to the top of the RF design and
manufacturing profession have apassion for "all things
RF" and many of them have found apractical, living,
laboratory for developing their skills and ideas in the
amateur radio operating environment.
Many of my colleagues in broadcast station operations, as well as the broadcast equipment business, are
licensed amateur radio operators whose interest in
broadcasting can be traced back to amateur radio.
I cannot think of a better "hands on" learning
laboratory for young people to learn electronic theory,
soldering and equipment construction techniques than
building amateur radio equipment.
With the melding of computer and RF technology
in modern amateur radio activities and the elimination
of the Morse code requirement, more young people
are getting involved in amateur radio and the number
of licensed amateur radio operators has increased in
recent years.
It is still possible to build your own amateur radio
equipment, particularly RF power amplifiers, antenna
impedance matching networks and antennas.
Modern computer tools like NEC method of
moments software make it possible for anyone with
basic electronic skills to design and innovate, homemade antennas that can be built from simple wires and
other low cost materials.
We now live in the age of computer software, and
many amateur radio operators are developing new
software-defined modulation waveforms and other
applications that can and are being used outside of
amateur radio for the benefit of society.
FlexRadio and Elecraft are examples of companies
owned by and catering to amateur radio operators that
are on the cutting edge of software-defined radio technology (SDR), which is now finding its way in government and consumer communications equipment.
If it had not been for my early involvement in ama-
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teur radio, Iprobably would not have pursued an education in electrical engineering; nor would Ihave chosen
acareer track in the broadcast equipment design and
manufacturing business.
Ispend my workday engaged in the development of
state-of-the-art digital RF broadcast equipment.
You would think that is enough RF for one day, but
Ican't get enough RF. When Iget home from work, I
fire up my homebrew linear amplifier, built more than
50 years ago when Iwas ateenager, with two beautiful 4-400As glowing orange, and work DX stations
all over the world with my home-made, computerdesigned, wire antennas.
You'll never convince me that amateur radio is no
longer relevant or that it isn't one of the best things in
my life.
Geoffrey N. Mendenhall, W8GNM
Vice President
Transmission Research and Technology
Harris Broadcast Communications
Mason, Ohio

COMMENTARY WAS HAM-HANDED
1would like to reply to Burt Fisher and his rant:
Your comments were rude and certainly misinformed. Consider the number of hams who responded
and are still responding to Hurricane Sandy-ravaged
communities; or the untold numbers who worked communications during wildfires in Colorado, California
and many other states.
Many more volunteer their time and equipment
to the American Red Cross, the Salvation Army and
countless community emergency operation centers and
community events.
What aslap in the face to these public-minded, selfless people.
I belong to three small ham clubs in Northern
Connecticut. At a recent meeting of the Bloomfield
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club, we had in attendance three people who volunteer
at ascience center, two others are active members of
the Civil Air Patrol and three who head up emergency
operation centers.
Our president is an EMT who works emergency
communications. Most of us are SkyWarn-trained by
the National Weather Service, and many worked during
Sandy giving valuable information and storm tracking.
We also recruit new members and encourage young
people to become involved in science and math (and,
yes, ham radio). Our ranks are growing.

What aslap in the face to these
public- minded, selfless people.
—G. Daniel Thomas

Another club is part of the Vintage Radio and
Communications Museum of Connecticut, which is
made up entirely of volunteers who work to preserve
our history and offer training and support. We have a
huge display of vintage ham and commercial broadcast
equipment and a fully functional ham shack open to
any licensed ham.
The third group of volunteers work events and
handle communications at an emergency operations
center in East Granby, Conn.
Some of my ham friends have afantastic knowledge
of radio and electronics, some are superior operators,
some are learning, but all are involved in helping the
communities in which they live.
So far, Burt, you are the only curmudgeon Ihave
run into.
Maybe you should listen when amajor weather event
or other disaster strikes; you may change your mind.
I'll paraphrase these lines from the old Bob Dylan
song "The Times They Are A-Changin'": "If you can't
lend ahand, then get out of the way."
G. Daniel Thomas, KB1WFF
Retired Broadcast Engineer
Weatogue, Conn.

HAMS HELP WHEN IT COUNTS
Burt Fisher is correct. Most hams cackle endlessly
about minutia. After all, it is arecreational hobby.
However, some of them talk from their cars or
trucks, which are available to communicate in emergencies when all normal means of communications
are down (electricity is off, cell phones are dead, infrastructure is under water).
Also, there is the small percentage of hams who
deliberately prepare for disasters, assist authorities and
send word to relatives out of the affected area.

WRITE TO RVV
SEND ALETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Email radioworld@nbmedia.com with " Letter to the
Editor" in the subject field. Please include issue date.

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD

Among the 600,000 appliance operators, with the
antennas that blight their neighborhoods, there will be
some who hear the call for help and can pass the word
on to the agencies that can send that needed help.
This is aresource that has shown itself to be valuable in emergencies. If there were no amateur radio,
such aresource would not exist.
Jack Althouse, K6NY
Chief Engineer
Palomar Engineers
Escondido, Calif.

NAB. But Ithink Ispeak for the majority of hams
when Isay that amateur radio is a great hobby with
something for everyone.
Many radio engineers have come into the business
with experience as aham operator, and we broadcasters
need engineers, so we need to encourage ham radio, not
denigrate it.
Doug Vernier, KODV
President
V-Soft Communications
Cedar Falls, Iowa

APPALLING, MR. FISHER

HAM MADE ME WHO IAM

Burt Fisher claims to be aham of 52 years but writes
about hams that "the vast majority do nothing for public service or little to advance the state of the art. The
day of hams being an asset has long disappeared except
for some rare instances."
I, and all of the hams Ihave talked to, take exception
to this "do nothing" label. Ham radio is just ahobby,
one that offers amultitude of ways for ordinary people
to experience operating their own radio stations.
Whether it be contacting stations across the world
and sharing experiences, signal strengths, power and
antenna data or operating the new and challenging
PSK or digital D-Star modes, there is something for
everyone in this hobby.
As such, not every ham need be involved in "public
service." However, a good percentage of hams are
ready to help with communications when needed.
When cell towers and land lines failed during
Sandy, hams were there to pass along lifesaving messages. Every Sunday night Icheck in to our local Black
Hawk County Amateur Radio Emergency Service net.
In emergencies, this group of amateurs provides livesaving communications.
Mr. Fisher is wrong when he says, "Hams are appliance operators who sit in their shacks and cackle endlessly about minutia."
This branding of the whole ham radio community
is appalling. Yes, there are hams who like to talk to
other hams, but there are other hams experimenting
with ways to better their antennas and the quality of
their transmissions. Most of the hams who prefer to
just "rag chew" are retirees for which ham radio is a
terrific outlet.
Fisher goes on to say that hams "blight the neighborhood" with their antennas and the FCC's PRB-1 decision protects them. Let's clarify that.
First of all, amateur radio antennas that do not
"blight the neighborhood" can be installed discreetly.
Secondly, PRB-1 only comes into play for state and
local government regulations, but not for HOA, POA
and other covenants signed between house owners and
their neighborhood associations.
Icannot figure how awire antenna such as adipole
or inverted V can "blight" aneighborhood when it cannot even be seen from the street. If one steps back from
the antenna, it disappears.
Again, Fisher tarnishes all hams with awave of his
hand. He says the ham test must be easy because his
eight-year-old daughter passed it. Perhaps he should
recognize that his daughter is pretty smart and should
be encouraged, not told that she passed because the test
was "easy."
Idon't mean to speak for all hams. There are many
of us in broadcast radio — as evidenced by the alwayspacked Amateur Radio Operators get-together at the

I, too, became a ham just before my 13th birthday. Studying for my license so that Icould talk to others over these radios got me interested in radio theory,
and even after Igot my license, Iwanted to learn alittle
more and more.
About 10 years later, Iwound up with a master's
degree in electrical engineering, and am now on the
sunset side of acareer that has spanned more than 45
years, depending on how you count it.
I'm the interloper in the group; I'm not a broadcast
engineer, but Ihave spent my life developing products
for mostly the cable TV industry — more recently fiber
optics.
Some products Ihave worked on have gone on to
become reference standards in the industry, so hopefully the industry is alittle better because Iwas here.
And it is directly because of ham radio that Ibecame
an engineer.
James O. Farmer, K4BSE
Chief Network Architect
Aurora Networks
Alpharetta, Ga.

TRANSLATING MAGIC OF RADIO
TO YOUNGER GENERATIONS
Ireceived my novice license at the age of 10 and, as
with many others, it was the launching pad for alifelong learning experience and agreat career.
After getting an EE degree and working for several
years doing complex communications system design
for Motorola, Iended up on the operations side of the
cable industry and then in sales and marketing — and
eventually became president of asatellite communications equipment manufacturing company serving the
cable and broadcast markets.
Ican honestly say that many of my multimilliondollar deals were adirect result of amateur radio being
acommon bond between my customers and me.
Those bonds remain today and Isuspect they will
continue as many of us head into retirement.
The challenge for all of us is to translate the magic
we experienced in our youth to the techno/sociological
world of today's youth. Amateur radio is such adiverse
hobby that Iam confident that the younger folks are
capable of even more technical contributions once they
are exposed to all facets of our hobby.
Ned Mountain, WC4X
Vice President of Business Development,
Strategic Accounts
Pico Digital Inc.
San Diego
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Instructor Frank Giardina
Leads acourse.

GREETINGS FROM THE BAM

go through the schools. Jokingly, we told them we tried to cover
everything from the atom to the antenna. We have had interest in
the classes from as far away as Alaska and Puerto Rico.
Our plans are to repeat these classes twice during 2013. and
we are adding classes for television master control operators
and IT for broadcasters.
The Alabama Broadcasters Association, which administers
the Engineering Academy, is excited over the success of our
first year.
We continue to tweak and expand the courses to make them
more beneficial in creating additional qualified engineers for
the industry. Those interested in attending the classes or needing general information about the courses may contact me at
Lwilkinseal-ba.corn or (334) 303-2525.
Larry Wilkins, CPBE
ABA Engineering Academy Director
Alabama Broadcasters Association
Hoover, Ala

To date, 38 students from five states have gone through the
ABA classes.

DISADVANTAGE WITHOUT TAX
Thank you for your excellent article on the Main Street
Fairness Bill, in which you correctly noted the impact that collection of sales tax could have on broadcast equipment sellers
("Retail Sales Tax Loophole May Close:' Sept. 25).
Your readers should also consider that local retailers who
advertise heavily on radio are at acompetitive disadvantage to
nationwide Internet retailers that do not collect sales tax.
Advertising-supported local broadcasting requires that
local entities are healthy enough to have the revenue to afford
advertising.
Gary Shapiro
President and CEO
Consumer Electronics Association
Arlington, Va.

A WORD ABOUT RON
With all the attention in Radio World to the challenges in
AM radio, I'd like just to put in aword for one man who probably doesn't get enough appreciation.
A few years ago, the company Iworked for purchased an
AM station that was, shall Isay, not taken care of.
It needed one of the three towers replaced; the transmitter
was on its last leg; the antenna pattern and the whole sample
loop system were in disrepair.
We chipped away, one by one, replacing the tower and
transmitter. Then we came to the point where the system
needed apartial proof done and the pattern fixed. One thing

Next Issue of RADIO WORLD January 16, 2013
Next Issue of ENGINEERING EXTRA February 20, 2013
Website: www.radioworld.com
Email: radioworld@nbmedia.com I
Telephone: (703) 8524600
Business Fax: (703) 852-4582 IEditorial Fax: ( 703) 852-4585
Building renderings by PeIli Clarke PeIli Architects
For address changes and subscription renewal, please visit
radioworld.com and click on the " Subscription" button.
To submit letters or story proposals, to request writer's
guidelines, or for other editorial matters, email the editor
at radioworld@nbmedia.com.

Here is an update on the Alabama Broadcasters
Association "Engineering Academy" that Paul
McLane described in an earlier issue of Radio
World.
During the first year of the ABA Engineering
Academy, we conducted two rounds of both radio
and television broadcast engineering classes, once
during July and then again in October. Both the
radio and television programs were five days in
length.
We've had atotal of 38 stliLlett1 from five states

LOCAL BUSINESS HAS COMPETITIVE
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led to another, and Iwas referred to Ron Rackley.
Ihad heard great things about Ron but our paths had not
crossed before. Ron came in and looked over the station. He
told me he thought he could fix the DA and do the partial in
about five to seven days. We hired Ron and, in fact, he did fix
the pattern and do the partial proof in just four days.
When it comes to directional AMs and compliance, he
really gets the job done. Ijust wanted to share a word of
appreciation for this veteran of 40+ years in our industry.
Bruce Roberts
Director of Engineering
Apex Broadcasting
Charleston, S.C.

TAKE ME OUT
TO THE BALL GAME
Nicely done article by Doug McLeod (" Play-by-Play Could
Use aPep Talk," Oct. 18). The only thing Ican add is arecommendation to use acrowd microphone at games where there
is little crowd noise.
A good example is baseball. Hearing the crack of abat and
the crowd cheering will triple the excitement and enjoyment
of a game on radio. Remember, the audience can't see the
game. If the play-by-play announcer is in aclosed booth with
little or no sound getting in, the listener can easily feel left
out of the fun.
Mark Person,
M. W. Persons and Associates Inc
Brainerd, Minn
The author is acontributor to Radio World.
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RADIO SYSTEMS
GOES TO THE MOVIES

x

Jodi Foster and Urna Thurman probably
didn't even know that they've used
StudioHub+. But their set decorators do.
Set design is a big and important part
of making asuccessfuJ movie. So when
Lydia Marks* with credits on her resume
like " Sex and the City" and "The Devil
Wears Prada" gave us acall to help her
outfit the multiple broadcast studios
for the Warner Bothers' film "The Brave
One" staring Jodi Foster - we knew we
had one cool gig.
Millenium Broadcast Consoles
read beautifully on film, so they
will also look great set in your
broadcast studio. Install them
with StudioHub+ and have
time left over to go to
the movies!
Shown above on the set of
"The Brave One."

Of course, the studios had to look
realistic and work perfectly. But mainly,
integration of the studios had to
fit a grueling production timetable.
That's where StudioHub+ came in. The
plug-and- play efficiency of StudioHub+
allowed set crews to quickly construct,
break and reconstruct scenes on
a schedule that would make even a
broadcast on-air deadline seem tame.
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*Lydia now
does interior
\• design as
well as set decoration.
We have yet to get her
to specify StudioHub+
for any of the beautiful
Manhattan apartments
she decorates, but you
can see her new work at
www.marksandfrantz.com

**Rena
continues her
career in set
decoration
with her most recent
credit on the film "The
Help." Contact her at
renadeangelo@gmail.com
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Broadcast engineers talk to each other
and so do set designers. That's why
when Rena DeAngelo** asked her
friend and associate Lydia who she
might tap to build another radio studio,
we were off to the movies again; this
time for "The Accidental Husband," a
production starring Urna Thurman.
Since then, we've also helped re-create
the radio studios of the TV show Frasier
for a Dr. Pepper commercial shoot and
outfit "Atlas Satellite Radio" for the
NBC pilot " Next Caller."
StudioHub+ hasn't made us all famous
yet. But we have been proud to crew
for these prestigious designers and
production companies with the "wiring
solution of the stars."

JOIN TEAM
RADIO SYSTEMS

r

SYSTEMS

•

601 Heron Drive, Logan Township, NJ 08085
856-467-8cm phone; 856- 467-3044 fax
www.radiosystems.com; sales@radiosystems.com

THE

INTELLIGENT

NETWORK

follow the gigabit road
Somewhere in this, the Emerald City. there is an Intelligent Network with more than a million crosspoints
connected through a 1,232 x1,232 audio matrix shared between 21 studios and seven stations, all via AolP running
at gigabit speed. The equipment tally so far. 77 Wheatstone IP88a BLADE access units with 15 Wheatstone control
surfaces, 12 crosspoint controllers, three Producer Turrets,
43 Headphone Panels, 23 Mic Controf Panels and 45 Mic Processors. Still to come are at least
seven more IP88 Blades, 17 mics, 17 headphone panels and 17 mic processors.

Wanna know more about it? Learn how you can benefit.
Get the whole story here:
seattle.wheatstone-radio.com
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